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This is a preliminary report on the :first results·· ·or _.:t .h e · -.
efforts of the AJC Interreligious Aff .airs Department to proje.c·t · · ·
the moral perspective on the Eichmann Case in a number of areas ·
affecting public opinion:

l)

Attached is a copy of a feature article prepared.
at our request by George Cornell, Religion Editor
or the Associated Press, which will be syndicated
on Friday, April 7th, to all the A. "!?. affiliated
newspapers. Note that Cornell quotes the· Americ.a n
Jewish Committee analysis of the Eicbmann . C.as~.•. ·
Also note that he ci tes:1 the better st_at~me·n~· s rrom
Rainhold Niebuhr's editorial in Chris·t ianity · Emd ,
Crisis. Dr. Niebuhr wrote the ed1 tori al :following
a·meeting with David Danzig and myself. :._:·· : ..: :· ....
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2)

The Religion Editor of Time Magazine has.·: ·a·greea .. at
our request to try to influence a more po.sitive · ·
treatment or the Eichmann Case from our uoint of
view in a forthcoming Time cover story on Eichmann.
The Time Religion Editor has received a copy of our
analysis and has offered tom ake it available to the
writer or the cover story, as well as to speak to
him and to reflect our concerns. I wi 11 behaving
a meeting with this editor next week to pursue this.

3)

The Eichmann analysis and a personal letter has been
sent to the Religion Editors of all New York daily
newspapers and to the u.P.I., Religious News Service,
and Newsweek Magazine. Telephone conversations will
follow.
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Our Department has distributed the Eichmann analysis

to:

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

1)

The Catholic and Protestant participants in the Four-C •. s .
Conference, with a special covering letter.
">..
. ...

2)

The major Catholic and Protestant weekly and
journals with a covering letter.

monthly.· '.~:._;'..:·:; .,:::
.· :.··.· ' ':.. ...

3) 'Key people in the National Council of Churches.

4)

Key people in the National Catholic Wal.fare Conference.

5')

Key people in the major Protestant denominations {mainly
our contacts in International Fffairs, Social Action, . ·
Church Women's Groups, Publications, etc.)

6)

A selected list of local State and Municipal Councils
of Churches.

JEWISH COMMUNITY
1)

The A.J.C. "B & C" list of Rabbis with a covering letter.•
(The "A" list received a memorandum with a covering letter
from Mr. Ehrmann • )

2)

Key people in the Six national

Jewish religious agencies.
{Orthodox, Conservative and Reform Congregational arid .
rabbinic agencies.)

Attached are copies of the covering letters sent to the
Christian and Jewish contacts described above.
·
Additional outlets that should receive our m~morandwn:

l)

Religion Editors of the major daily newspapers
throughout the country (outside of New York City. )

2)

Reli~ion

Directors of national TV and Radio networks.

· : ..

· (Ad'Vana73

for AMS of Friday, April 7, from AP Newsfeatures)

Religion Today
by George
Cornell
Associated Press Religion Writer

w.

the

(advance) Only one human being will be in the docko ·. · But in.·
of many religious leaders, so will all humanityo

eye~

They see the trial of Adolf Eichmann, scheduled to beg~:n· next
week in Israel, as pointing up anew a grim and stark moral lesson.:. . .
...
The evil residing in human nature.
The facts brought out undoubtedly "will have a cathartic effect
upon the conscience of mankind," says theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, i
of Union Seminary.
!
"It will remind the whole world of a chapter in German and alsc
in human history that we would all like to forget."
On th.Bt general poipt, psychiatrist Karl Menninger recently
spoke of a widespread American "tendency to deny evil
to deny
1 ts presence 1n ourselves."
Although it if! Eichmann who stands accused as the Nazi'
slaughterer of millions of Jews, some religious spokesman say that
the guilt was not his alone, nor wholly that of the Nazi oniy.
"Adolf Eichmann ts a symbol of Christian failure,·" says the · ... ·,
Rev. Donald W. McKinney, of Brooklyn. He says that other colint_r'ies
merely '·' waited and watohedtl as Hitler began his · ant.1.~semitic program in the 1930 1 s, and adds: "If only by its sileP:c~., _the re.s t of
the world gave its permission. It didn't care o"
.• :·." · ·._· ·
The American Jewish Committee, 1p. a comprehensfve . @alysis . 0£ ·
the Eichmann case, says it "should make us confront •• .-~n.e meantng
of hatred and totalitarianism, our own relation to these evil and .
their continued presence in our modern world."
The study notes that in World War II, the Nazis, through
Eichmann and others, offered to trade Jewish lives for supplies and
other m:ilitary advantages, but these "offers were rejected" by the
Allies.
"People who might have been saved were murdered o Obviously,
the Nazis were the murderers, not the Allieso Yet were all completely guiltless?"

., ....
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Dr. Niebuhr 1 writing in .£h!j.st1anit;y ~Crisis, says the trial
concerns not just an individual, but 11 a collective crime, involving a whole. corrupt government of' a nation that had left all
norms of human! ty ••• "
·
·
The case has
re·ltgious leaders
and the action of
where they caught

aroused .a -maze of inter.national cfuestions. Some
_and others have questioned Israel's jurisdiction,
her agents in .abducting Eichmann from Arg~ntina
him.
·
·

The American Council of Judaism and its president, C·l arence>
L. Coleman, Jr., of Chicago, have been among the strongest critic·s.
Coleman assails .what he terms "Israel's conception of itself. as the
representative of all Jews" in the case~
·
He says Israel lacks legal rights to try Eichmann, that it
aoparently plans a mere "show trial," and that it violated Eichmanrls
"political asylU1?111 in taking him out of Argentina~ thus betraying
traditions of justice itself.
Commenting on these and other points, the Ameri~an Jewish
Committee notes that wartime Allied leaders promised to seek out and
punish Nazi war criminals, but that Eichmann remained at large 15
years until Israel captured him"
No other country or group of countries has asked to try him,
and it is unlikely that an international body could be formed to do
so in light of the cold war, the study says. It adds, concerni~g
Israel's jurisdiction: "every independent state has in ·international law juriadtction to punish pirates and war criminaI:s in 1 ts
custody regardless of the nationality of the victims or the place
where the offense was committed."
The Committee net es that Israel _apologized for violating
Argentina's sovereignty, and the apology was accepted .. A similar
case, in which a U. S. officer seized a fugative in Per.U: and brought
him home without extradition proceedings, was point_
e d ·out~ ,
The study raises the qu~stion whether the trlal·,·~ ·16 years ·after
the war's end, will serve to show that time will not bring immuni~Y ·. ·
from such atrocious crimes, "or is all punishment merely vindictive?"
'T'he Nazi -program for the "destruction of human . life," the
committee says, was unprecedented in history, since in other ruthless slaughters, the killing was to achieve some purpose, such as
victory and the victims could save themselves by surrender. ·
"But Nazi genocide wa s an end in itself., not a means ••• a
bureaucratic, technological spirit put planning, research and administration at the service of depravity ••• these same tendencies
can be found today in mapy parts of the world.

·!··..

-3As to the penalty to be meted out in Eichmann's case, some
religious leaders have suggested t~at the overall moral implications are more important than ariy puni shment. Rabbi David Polish,
of . Evanston, Illinois, ~ays: "It would be worth sparing his m1s·erable life i:f the true lesson which his capture made possible is
brought home to a world that has not yet felt the full measure
of its guilt and sinfulness."

•

· End advance for AMS of Friday, April 7
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Pear Friend:

In light of the growing interest in the Eichmann case,
?articularly among religious leaders, I thought you would be
interested in the enclosed analysis of the mor.al and legal
aspects of the trial just prepared by the American Jewish
C omm1ttee.
You might find this analysis useful tor distribution
among your national and local constituency, as background for
public statements, adult education discussions, sermons, congregational bulletin, and for articleo and editorials in the
Church press. If you can use additional copies, please do not
hesitate to ask for them.

I would appreciate your letting me know what uses you
have made of this analysis.
As ·you lmow, I have just assumed the position of Dire~tor.
of the Department of Interre11gious Affairs of the American·
Jewish Committee. I regard as one or my primary responsibilities
the developing of an effective two-way communication betwee~
ourselves and trust that the sharing or this kind or information
will contribute toward this relationship.
With warmest regards, I am,

C"Ofdtally,fj

.. ·..

~ ~~ I~_ f ~-u.--..Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Direct.or
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Presumably, you are now or will soon be initiating discuss.ions _
with TV and radio broadcasters, through appropriate local committees, _
concerning the handling of the Eichmann trial. The bulk of the -m~te
rial to be broadcast will come from the national networks. Judging
by the information given below, there is reason to hope that . network
officials will be judicious in their selection. As local stations
have considerable autonomy in determining what network ma teri_al they
will use, it is important to enlist- their good offices to make doubly
sure that harmful films and other programs will be kept in check. ·
The following information, not for publication, is furnished by our Radio-TV division as an aid to you in conducting discussions witQ
local broadcasters.
An informal luncheon mee t ing was held with top network
executives and AJC staff specialists to discuss the puolic relations aspects of the Eichmann trial as they relate to
the American scene.
Dr. Slawson briefly described the work of the AJC and
summarized the issues covered in a draft of our fact
sheet on Eichmann (soon to be released). He emphasized
that, in our opinion, the purpose 0£ the trial : ~ s to
make us confront, however reluctantly, the . meaning ·or
hatred and totalitarianism, our own relations to them
and their continued presence in the world today.
In response to a question from the group on whether Israel
has jurisdiction in the case, he cautioned the visitors
not to let the ma gnitude of the crime be clouded by the
question of Israel's right to try Eichmann. Israel is
not on trial -- Eichmann is.
Dr. Slawson discussed the dangers inherent in broadcasting
all the horror films presented in evidence, or in supplementing film footage of the trial with concentration camp
films. Excess violence may produce guilt, paralysis in
the viewer, or even breed violence. He urged that care _
be exercised in the selection of language to describe the
crimes.
........ ··

...

- 2 ..

Copies of the fact sheet, of the Milton Katz article from
the Harvard Law Record, and of the Bulletin of the German
Goverm:ient were distributed to the guests.
The broa dcasters felt t h a t it had been a very wort hwhile
session and would provide guidelines ror t heir covex.-age · :. ··'···'
of the trial.
· · · ··
·. ....,:
Broadcasters and telecasters will have many opportuni ti~·~<-t:c(~_-.:,/~~~
turn attenti on from t h e unc han geable p ast to the meaning of the·· · ·.··,:\-,:".:··
Eichmann trial for now and tomorrow. Such themes as 11 This· must .·
··
never happen agaln anywhere to any people" and "This is the resu1 t
of letting bigotry grow; the time to combat bigotry is now11 can be · .
frequently injected.
In accordance with Dr. Slawson's request, please p roceed · inlittediately to arrange meetings, such as the one described above, with
TV and radio executives in your communities.
The three documents mentioned above will be sent to you M.onday •.
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CAPITAL

PUN ISHr1E~JT

A.ND THE EICIDillN CASE

Since the announce~ent of Eichmann's apprehension more than
18 months ago in the Argentine, questions have been raised which
obscured in public and-private discussion the genuine and most basic
issues. For a time it seemed that legalism would outweigh the
requirements of justice. Interest in the case may now become impaled
on the question of capital punishment. The findings of the court
sho.uld..move_ mankind.. t.o develop _laws_and_.ed.ucational- systems that wi1.l
save _many millions from similar fate in the future. The fate of
mankind is now at stake. But all of this may be put out of mind
while the fate of one guilty prisoner is debated.
_An editorial in the December 16th New York Times, commenting on
the court's verdict recommended "that Eichmann live as a prisoner ••• 11
This morning ts New York Herald Tribune quotes rabbis pro and con on
the sub:j.ect. Someone may broadcast the fact that for over 2 ,ooo
years Jews have cheered joyously in the synagogues when the Megillah
readers annually told of the hanging of Haman and his ten sons with
him. In contrast to Eichmann, Haman did not succeed in bringing
about any Jewish deaths. Material for a confusing and embarrassing
debate over capital punishment in Jewish tradition is available, b~t
this is a poor time to engage in it.

We have

been made aware that highly educated people fascinated

by standards of perfection can divorce their reasoning from reality

with lamentable results. An example of this occurred in a pamphlet
by Yosal Rogat, 11 The Eichmann Trial and the Rule of Law11 published
by the Center for Study of Democratic Institutions. Mr. Rogat on
the last page asks, 11 Are we, then, certain that our own motivation
for wanting to punish _the Nazis has in it as. 1-i -ttle- :as. pos-sible of
the very gratification in applying punishment that they themselves
~- felt?"
Here, the word "punishment" is used to equate the annihiliation of six million innocent people who never had a trial and were
put to death merely because they were Jews,with the legal punishment
of their murderer. It is not surprising that this author concludes
that Eichmann should have been tried before an international court,
although legal authorities now concede that none existed or could be
-createdo
Had the Israeli authorities yielded to the clamor of critics,
Eich!llann might not have been tried anywhere. Now that a highly
competent court was convened and that the trial was conducted with
great judicial deliberation and with meticulous attention to propriety,
constituted authoritie6 should not be subjected to public pressures.
Private channels to the Israel authorities are open and available

---2 ....

to all. Private intercession is everyone's right if he wishes to
appeal for clemency. ~ubl~c debate ·making it seem that Israel is a
culprit from whose"wrath Eich&tnh should be rescued would be a · disservice to humanity.
·Several leaders of the American League to Abolish Capital Punishment, of which I have been a member for some years, have assured 'me
that the League is too concerned with advancing the principles on
whichcbolition of capital punishment mus·t rest, to issue any pronouncement on the Eichmann case. The principles gain acceptance
when cases are cited wherein prisoners sentenced to die have more,
not less, right to life than in usual cases.
A suitable statement in reference to Eichmann's punishment
would be, I believe. "Too many greater issues are at stake to
warrant my taking a public stand on .that question. I believe that
justice will be done, whatever happens to him. 11
Adolf Eichmann ' .s crimes -~ as Martin Buber and others have
observed, are so monstrous as to make any penalty "meaningless."
The wisest and best of men will not agree about what should be done
in this extraor·c iinary case. ·The few men upon whom destiny . has
placed the responsibility of determining the penalty cannot satisfy
all wishes. They must proceed with courage, co11.viction and confidence. They are certainly as eager as anyone else to do what is
right in the sight of Heaven.
The ancient Hebrew adage applies here: "Ye wise men, be careful
of your words." To say that Eichmann's fate is a mole-hill and then
·make a mountain out of it is a masterpiece of self;contradiction.

RABBI S • ANDHIL FINFJ3ERG, D . D, P.h ,n

December 18, 1961
la-eg2a-dgjkL
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THE IMPACT OF THE EICHMANN TRIAL ON AMERICANS
Some
J

for Local Programm1ng

'

'

I.

~uggestions

The

..

purpo:se or

this memorandum:

On Dece~ber 20, I issued a memorandum on "How the Israelis
View the . Eichmann Trial." It presented the reasons for Israel's
staging a trial that will last for at least three m,onths and which
·Will produce many volume's of testimony.
The main objectives of Israel 1 s government (as related. ·to me
in Israel) may be summari~ed thus: (1) to establish an authentic
recorq of the genocide; (2) to warn predatory politicians who may
contemplate similar mass murder; (3) to remind nations that bigotry may lead to catastrophic calamities; (4) to reawaken sympathy .
for Nazi victims and for Israel, which was createq ,~ largely because
many survivors of Nazism had no other place to go ·~

·

If the trial were to· accomplish these four aims, and have no
:other results, it would bring great profit and no harm to Israel,
. to the Jews and to all peoples of all lands. The matter is not that
". simp·le, however$ A great deal of antagonism has a risen because
Ei~hmann was seized-~,.fn Argentina and spirited away to Israel.
Some
believe that reviewing the role of the Jews as scape-goats will injure Jewish status. S'ome of the revelation·s mc;y have bad repercussions. Reaction to ·the Eichmann .trial is not altogether favorable.
II.

Tbe Argentine Episode

Eichmann was on the soil of another soverign natiop,- when without· regard for legalities, representatives of the Israel government
seized him in the Argentine and carried him off. Unless Israel is
prepa.red to grant others the right to abduct criminals from Israel
and from other countries in order to bring ~hem to the bar of justice
elsewhere, no one should argue on behalf of Israel that this kidnapping was legally .justifiable.
'

.

.
Yet the extraordinary character of Eichmann should be recognized, He had hidden successfully for 14 year.s despite intensive·
search. He had been captured by Americans· and escaped. The whole

- 2 -

history of the man points to his being an -extremely difficult person
The Israelis had reaspn t ·o :fear that
he probably would again evade justice
unless they seized and _held
him. He might even have claimed 11political asylumn successfully,
since there is no international agreement .on who is entitled to
"political asylum." Israel 1 s capturing Eichmann prevented the
colossal injustice of his living out his life without ever being
arraigned for his crimes.
·
to }lold even when apprehended.

The Argentine and the Uniteq Nations have acc~pted Israel's
explanation and have closed this matter. Further argument will not
cha-nge the actual situation. Although snatching Eichmann out of the
Argentine -w~s obviously improper, in the view of the Argentine govern~
ment and of -the United N~tions, h~s seizure was pardonable.
· III.

Israel as the Site of the Trial

We shall probably never cease to hear objections to Israel's
trying Eichmann. The fact that Eichmann. and his lawyer have thus
far made no protest nor asked for change of venue seems to be overlooked. Robert Servatius may throw a bombshell at the beginning of
the trial. After great preparations to defend ~chmann in Israel,
he may still argue that Israel lacks jurisdiction. But then he would
be asked, "Who has jurisdiction?" If Servatius then says, "No one
has jurisdiction" the obvious implication that his client should go
free, would bring repercussions far from helpful to his client. There
is no international criminal court. The Nuremberg_ trials were held
prior to the formation of the United Nations. At that time the victorious nations were united and set up this trial for the highest
ranking Nazis, one of whom, Martin Borman was tried in absentia and
'· condemned to death. If Borman .i s ever captured, and he is one whom
-.·J ~ws have reason to bear particular enmity, there will be no need
'f or .a trial since,..--h is sentence was pronounced at . ~'1remberg •

.
'

It is· impos~ible to reconstitute the Nuremberg trials. To set
up an international criminal court would require agreement among
nations who ci'~e now hostile. One .could not, for example, imag.ine
· East Ge+many a11? West Germany conducting a trial for Eichmann jointly.
Nor can we expe·ct the nations of the world to decide who would be _
the chief justice and which nations should provide the other judges.
If it were an international court, ·w here should it meet, in East
Germany or West Germany? If in one country where Eichmann oper~ted,
why not in one of the others? While we would prefer that Eichmann
be tried in an international court, by the United Nations or the
like, the United Nations has ·no provision for conducting such a trial.
No government has requested that he be tried by an international
court. No nation has asked for him. No nation would thank Israel
for saying, "Please take Eichmann and try him. 11 All such proposals
have come from private indiviQ.\lals and other non-governmental sources.-

- 3 IV.

The Prol;>J_ems of International Law

There is an excellent article in the February 16 issue of The
Harvard Law Record in which the Eichmann case was discussed by
professor Milton Katz, director of International Legal Studies at
the Harvard Law School. Dr. Katz pointed out that, "Unless a leg_a l
system and hard-working lawyers are available to handle the thousands
of small "details" through which these problems manifest themselves,
the details might slowly snowball into one big concentra te_d aggravation of unmanageable mutual irritation that might explode." Dr.
Katz has suggested the development of an international criminal court
and a code· under which people like E11.chmann can be tried. He wrote, .
. ":tn the terms of our own profession, they also constitute a challenge
to legal immagination, legal wisdom and legal craftsmanship."
After the Eichmann trial is over, the wotld may overlook the
lack of a system of an adequate international criminal · jurisprudence.
T~e subject has been dormant on the agenda of the International Law
COinmission of the United Nations.
The lack of an appropriate crimi· nal court may again come to light when some similarly guilty person
will be available for trial. The average person is not equipped to ·
deal with this problem. Those who can contribute and are interest~d
in the case from a le~al standpoint should be asked to deal with .it
1n ·regard to tomorrows difficulties rather than spend more time
bickering over· Israel's right to try Eichmann.

v·.

I.he Genocide Convention

In June 1947, the . Consult~tive Council of Jewish Organizations
of which the American Jewish Committee is a member declared,

->.···

"The unanimous adoption by the General Assembly of Resolution
99j affirming that genocide is a crime 1.Ulder international law which
the civilized world condemns and· accenting the need of preventive
measures to discourage the commission of this crime in the future,
is an event of great historical significance. Men of good will
throughout the world hail the Resolution of the General Assembly as
a major step towards lasting peace and security, and look forward
to
it·s earliest implementation by the international community. 0
- From 1947 to 1952 the American .Jewish Committee and other American organizations sought to persuade our own government to ratify
the Genocide Convention which our nation had helped to initiate. Although sixty-four other nations ha-v e ratified the convention, the
United States has not. It is unnecessary to describe the Genocide
Convention or to explain in this memorandum why the United States
has not ratified it. But the decline and virtual disappearance of
interest in the subject is noteworthy.
.
.
Genocide was perpetrated by a highly advanced nation less than

-4twenty years ago. The Eichmann case will bring the subject of
genocide before the public again. This may be the last opportunity
to obtain ratification by the United States. Surely our nation's
endorsement would have a salutary effect on international morality.
Bringing this possibility into focus nationally and locally, may be
one of the benefits of the Eichmann trial.
VI.

A Problematic Distinction

~ichmann's crimes were all inhumane crimes,- although those
against Jews and non-Jews have been charged ~n different counts,four
against Jews, and seven against humanity, There is no moral distinction between the mis-treatment or in the massacre of one group
··.or another·. · ·Americans are accustomed to thinking that the ·group
identity ·o.t : the victim is of no consequence when crime. is committed.
The fact that anti-Se~itic murder is basically the murder of human·
beings should not be clouded by the Eichmann trial. In the Genocide
' Convention there is no room for distinguishing between victims on
. ~he basis of race, religion or etfu?.ic origin •

. .-VII • . The Proper Theme:

ult Must Not Hanpen Agatn"

There is a tendency to assume that portraying horrors of the
past is sufficient to prevent their occuring again • . This belief has
bee~ voiced endlessly in connection w·ith the Eichm~nn trial.
Yet,
it is doubtful that the mere recttal of wrongs results in preventing
their recurrence. Usually a well-publicized kidnapping, Swastika
smearing or the like is followed by more of such incidents. The
c.h ildren of drunkards and slovens rarely profit by adverse _example.
What we khow about scape-goating does not confirm the belief that
yesterday's victims of persecutions and discrimination are assured
.good treatment though their plight is well known. In fact, "the
bleating of the lamb excites the tiger." Even lacking incontro-'
. ~...
..vers1al proof that retelling the Eichmann story will not prevent
·massacre from happening again, we should promote commen~s and interpretation
by clergymen, educators, journalists and the like in
11
whi~h it must not happen again," will be the predominating note.
To ·be effective and genuinely h~ne, the discussion should not
limited to the caution, 11 it must not happen again to Jews." .
R.a ther 1 t must not happen to any people. Christian leaders may wel1
"· be challenged to recognize the fact that their rei.igion somehow fail. ed to prevent this catastrophe in a Christian nation. Other influences which should have 1ikewise prevented this disaster were also
at fault. Everyone who has undertaken ·to play a role in the elimination of intolerance should be stirred by the Richmann trial to rene~ed and increased effort.
, b~

VIII. Inject1ng Appropriate Concepts
Controv,ersial questions about the trial and details of the

- shorrors of Eichmann's career captivate audiences as would dramati~
fiction. But we should not let this drama pass without. impact other
than the effect created by the sensational and controversial aspects.
Constructive concepts can and should be i _n jected before and
during the trial 0 . If we are watchful and take advantage of the
public interest in the trial, it can be used as an incentive for
hwnan relations studies, for seeking ways to prevent genocide and
for other programs which will lead to beneficial. gains for humanity.
The national promotion of such endeavors and activities will, of
course, be pursued by the Ameri~an Jewish Committee. A fact sheet
is .being . prepared for opinion molders which will be useful for
national .a..nd local press, radio, television etc.
Much :'-can be accomplished locally because of the presence at a
university; for example, of faculty m~mbers who deal ·with political
affairs, law school instructors ~nd prominent lawyers within the
communi_ty. They can form a committee to consider the formulation
of ne eded international criminal laws. ·They can send recommenda·tions to the American Bar Association.
1

· Regardless or the approaches the national organization will
make to newscaster-s , to newspaper syndicate heads and the lik~, the
processes of education in a matter such as this need grass roots
·1mpleme.n tation • . When the goals and objectives of a program on
Eichmann are properly conceived, there is work to be done among local
.c lergymen, (to offer another example). Unless the clergymen understand the,·moral concerns and can present these to their congregations;
national effor~ will remain inadequate. It is therefore suggested
~
·that y~u carefully consider the resources within your own area,
·
choqsing institutions and individuals, through whom the ideas which
will ·be presented in subsequent sections of this memorandum, may be
conveyed.
IX.

Local Programming in the Eichmann Trial

Although American Jews are not responsible for what Israel does,
w.e _. have ..a genuine stake in the Eichmann tri~l. Everyone has. This
·· <?.~use~ ce·l ebre with its intense international publicity, holds po•
t~n~ial good or harm. for humanity.
The fact ·that Eichmann destroyed
.people (of whom more than a million were children under fourteen
·,:y.e ar.s of age) solely because they were Jews, makes it impossible to
try" him without constant reference to "Jews."
· ·
The court proceedings will determine most of what will reach
the public. Yet there will be occasions for interpretation and
opportunities for promoting socially constructive concepts. It is
also necessary to correct erroneous opinion.
It should not be difficult for a local organization such as the
American Jewish Committee Chapter or Unit, to undertake public local

- 6 education during the Eic~ann trial whlch unless a~ain postponed,
will begin April 11th and will in all probability continue for at
least two months. Even in small communities an individual can form
a group of concerned people who can plan and impleme~t sucha . prog~am.
Questions to be raised by those who plan local activity may well include the following:
What are the ideas we would like to circulate at this time for
the benefit of mass audiences?
(a) Are there local people or some who can be brought into the
community to present the subject before audiences, as well
as on radio and television?

1.

(b) . Would it be advisable to have one or several persons talk

. to local editors and journalists about the Eichmann trial
so that the local press will comment constructively2

(c)

Are there organizations both Jewish and non-Jewish whose
interest in human relations is such that they will be able
to discuss this trial constructively? How can we educate
more people about the lessons to be drawn from a dramatic
review of European Jewry's catastrophe which the Eichmann
trial will provide?

2. What should be done to ·reassure victims of Nazism in the community that the dire developments which will be reviewed on T.V.
and in the press are entirely unlike the experience of the American
- :Je_ws and that the Jews of America are not seriously menanced by antiSemi tic elements, such as the tiny American Nazi Party?

3. ·what assistance can be given to the local school system and es-

pecially teachers whose classes are almost certain to discuss the
trial, so that they may interpret the Eichmann trial beneficially
- to their pupils?

4. What approach should be made to legal experts in the community
who are inclined to dwell on the legality of Israel's trying Eich-mann, i .n order to direct their thinking along the lines of strengthen-- ·ing ,. international law and the eventual development of an interna tion·-.. al _' Criminal court?
..

-.. 5. How

can interest be aroused locally in the genocide convention?
What can be done to encourage the President to recommend its ratification by the United States Senate?

6. Should there be a local committee functioning during the trial
which '''ill circulate helpful facts and constructive suggestions
through various channels? Who shculd serve on thj_s committee? How
often should it meet? (There can be several such groups in the
community but they should consult and should cooperate with each
other. )
S .. ANDHIL FINEBERG
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THE EICHMANN CASE
Moral Questions and Legal Arguments

CHIEF PURPOSE of this analysis is to emphasize certain moral
questions implicit in the trial of Adolf Eichmann which are in danger of being
beclouded or even ·brushed aside. As discussion tends to center on more sens~tional

and superficial aspects of the case, leaders of public opinion can render

a lasting service by restoring proper emphasis to those issues of conscience
which have the highest claim on the attention of Americans and indeed of all
mankind.
This presentation also sets forth the contending legal arguments surround·
ing the case, insofar as possible in the words of various disputants or authorities.

The American Jewish Committee, founded in 1906, is a national, nonZionist organization which seeks . to combat bigotry, protect the civil and
religious rights of Jews here and abroad, and advance those rights for all
people of all religions and races.

THE BACKGROUND IN BRIEF

If Adolf Eichmann had been captured in 1945,
he would have been in the dock at the Nuremberg
trials. He specialized in genocide -- mass murder
of men, women, children and infants by the state
for the purpose of destroying a racial, religious,
ethnic or national group.

Eichmann's Role
The judgment of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, issued on October 1, 1946, declared:
In the summer of 1941 ... plans were made for
the ·~final solutiori'.' of the Jewish question in
Europe . . . the extermination of the Jews . . .
a special section in the Gestapo under Adolf
Eichmann ... was formed to carry out the policy.'

Jn the Gestapo (Amt IV), the special section
headed by Eichmann and charged with handling
"the Jewish question" was officially a subdivision of
the Reich Security Head Office (RSHA). The International Military Tribunal found all executive and
administrative officials of Amt IV guilty of war
crimes and crimes against humanity.'

At the Nuremberg trials, defense counsel for the
Gestapo and the Sicherheitsdienst (SD) identified
Eichmann as one of those personally responsible for
carrying out the "final solution of the Jewish prob-

lem. "' His friend and associate, Dieter Wisliceny,
testified that Eichmann had "said he would leap
laughing into the grave because the feeling that he
had five million people on his conscience would be
for him a source of extraordinary satisfaction."'
Jn his famous closing address. before the International Military Tribunal oil July 26, 1946, the late
Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson called
Eichmann "the sinister figure who had charge of the
extermination program" which '"pursued Jews fo the
ghettos and in their homes and slaughtered them by
gas wagons, by mass shooting in anti-tank ditches,
and by every device which Nazi ingenuity could con. ,,,,
ce1ve.
Criminal at Large

.A United Nations Security Council resolution of
June 23, 1960, recognized "the concern of people in
ali countries that Eichmann should be brought to appropriate justice for the crimes of which he is accused." United States Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge said that Eichmann was described in lists
submitted to the United Nations War Cr!mes Commission as a criminal wanted by at least three countries: France, Czechoslovakia and the Netherlands.'
French Ambassador Armand Berard said that for
fifteen years Eichmann had been hunted by all police
forces.'

MORAL QUESTIONS
The trial will recall horrors that many of us Christians and Jews, Germany and the West generally - would rather forget. For some, the memory
will be too painful. For others, the trial will challenge our own outlook on the world, especially our
beliefs about human nature. Dr. Karl Menninger has
recently spoken of "the widespread tendency to deny
evil, to deny its presence in ourselves, and to deny
our responsibility for combating it." Stressing the

same point, a distinguished German newspaper recently expressed its sharp disagreement with
those who belabor the procedural inconveniences
and oddities of this trial in order to help them
close their minds against its content. How tethered to formalities, how heartless indeed, is the
thinking of people who measure the worth or
worthlessness of this trial by merely outward
circumstances ...
Just as we should not let matters of procedure

'Office of United States Chief of Counsel for Prosecution of Axis Criminality, Nazi Co11spir.acy e111d Aggres.rion: Opinio11 and ]udgme111
(Washingfon, D. C., 1947), p. 79.
·
'Ibid., pp. 94-96.
{
'International Military Tribunal, Trial of the Mnior IPar Criminals, Vol. XX!: Proceedings: 12 AuguJt 1946 - 26 Aug11J1 1946 (Nu rem·
berg, 1948), pp. 532-34; Vol. XXII: Proceedings: 27 Augu11 - 1 Ortober 1946, (Nuremberg, 1948), p. 39.
•ibid., Vol. IV: Proceeding1: 17 Derember 1945-8 January 1946 (Nuremberg, 1947), p . 371.
>Robert H. Jackson, The Niirnberg Case (New York, 1947), p. 130.
''United Nations Security Council, Verbatim Record of the 866th Mee1i11g, June 22, 1960 (S/PV. 866), p . 31.
'Id., Verbatim Recol'd of 1he R67th Mel'li11,e, June 23, 1960 (S/PV. 867). p. 23.
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keep us from seeing the central issue, neither
should we occupy ourselves solely with the crimes
of Adolf Eichmann. We should not merely be
an audience when he is called to account; we
would be in for a very unpleasant surprise indeed were we to approach this trial with the
attitude that this is no more than the case of
"a man who naturally delights in murder.. . . "
Only if we try to become fully conscious of the
monstrosity of those events, and only if we are·
prepared to analyze them, as well as ourselves
as we were when they happened, will it be at all
possible to "work through" that period of history.•

Although vehemently phrased, especially in the
first passage, for the benefit of German readers, the
· principle here enunciated may well be taken to heart
by all who uphold spiritual values. Neither religion
nor humanism can approve forgetfulness or evasion
of the truth. In the eyes of religion, we can repent
and reform only if we remember and accept the
truth. In the eyes of humanism, consciousness and
knowledge must supplant unawareness and ignora·nce.
The Eichmann case should make us confront, however reluctantly, the meaning of hatred and totalitarianism, our own relation to these evils . and their
continued presence in our modern world.
I.

Why was Nazi genMide unique?

Few wars have taken place without atrocities; persecution and massacre are the fearful commonplaces
of history. Yet Nazi genocide was something more
than another tragic entry in the long record of human cruelty. Nazi genocide was an end in itself, not
a means.
- In the :wars of religion, with their ruthless
slaughter, each side was fighting for victory. Each
would have gladly accepted the surrender and conversion of the other side. Each would have willingly
brought up in its own religion the children of the
other.
- When Stalin set out to collectivize Soviet agriculture, he killed millions of peasants by shooting,
starvation or deportation. But the killing was a
means - and when Stalin ordered kulaks killed to
attain the goal of collectivization, he did not also
order the murder of their orphans.

The Nazis committed genocide for: its own sake.
- Jews and Gypsies, and Slavs too, in part,
could do nothing to save themselves. They were not
allowed to surrender or accept slavery, or even give
up their children to be raised by the enemy. They
were doomed by their genealogy, which the Nazis
decreed a crime.
2.

Could it have happened ·anywhere else?

The circumstances cannot be disputed. At a certain juncture in history, the German state carried
out an unprecedented program: the destruction of
human life. Nor can the crime be dissociated from
German conditions, antecedents, values and traditions. Yet certain elements of the situation were
not confined to Germany alone.
- Chauvinism and anti-Semitism were prevalent
in other countries. Hitler was widely regarded
abroad as a patriot, eccentric in being so intensely
anti-Semitic, rather than evil in being anti-Semitic at
all.
- A bureaucratic, technological spirit put planning, research and administration at the service of
depravity. That spirit rose to dominance as the sense
of personal significance declined, as the individual
abdicated in favor of the collective and ceased to believe in a moral code that commands, rather than
serves, nation, class or so-called race. These same
tendencies can be found today in many parts of the
world.
- Before the war, Hitler met opposition outside
of Germany; but he also found much support, more
"understanding," and even more passivity. Little
was done at the outset to save those who were persecuted and threatened, and during the war to save
those about to be murdered. After the war, though
the former Allies were not poor in intelligence, Eichmann remained at large for 15 years until Israel discovered him. Argentina made no effort to turn him
over. No Allied country offered to try him. Does
this, too, show a basic indifference throughout the
West, as well as Russia?
In short, how far beyond Germany did complicity
extend? Is genocide possible today, perhaps in a
diflerent form, perhaps with a change of victims?

"Die JIYelt (Hamburg), February 7, 1961.
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3.

What responsibility rests with . the
individual citizen?

The present case raises painful questions concerning the responsibility of others besides Eichmann
and his fellow Nazis.
- Those who fought nazism or were its victims
often faced the necessity of dealing with the Nazis.
It may well be argued that every such spokesman
appointed by the Nazis to represent a victim community was in effect an agent of the Nazi program.

If we found ourselves in a similar position tomorrow, what decision would we make? Not the least
of the evils of genocide is that it places the victims
themselves in an intolerable moral predicament.
- Leaders in the war against nazism likewise
faced a dilemma. The Nazis, .through Eichmann and
others, offered to barter human lives for supplies
and similar military advantages. Those offers were
rejected, and people who might have been saved
were murdered. Obviously, the Nazis were the murderers, not the Allies. Yet were all completely guiltless ? There is some evidence that certain British
officials refused Eichmann's proposal because the release of Jews would have increased the pressure to
modify Britain's Palestine policy."
Even where the motives were pure, the decision
not to barter had its equivocal side. Suppose Great
Britain and the United States had been offered the
lives of Englishmen and Americans, rather than continental European Jews. Would rejection have come
quite so swiftly?

1f a similar situation were to arise tomorrow, what
would our leaders do? What would we, as citizens,
want them to do? What would be our share in the
moral responsibility for their decision?
4.

Should the initiators and agents of immoral
policy he puniBhed?

During the war, the Allied leaders solemnly promised to seek.out and punish those guilty of genocide,
no matter how long or difficult the task. Is that war
aim still to be honored or is it better forgotten now?
0

If the purposes of Nuremberg were to punish the
gui[ty and discourage repetition of such crimes, will
not the Eichmann trial, 16 years after the war's end,
serve all the more to show that time will not bring
immunity? Or is all punishment mere vindictive?
5.

Is a breach of sovereignty ever juBtified to
bring an admitted murderer to trial?

Jt is incontestable that Israel violated Argentina's
sovereignty. In June 1960, Israel apologized for this
act in the Security Council. The apology was subsequently accepted.
Would justice be better Berved by letting
Eichmann go free than by trying him in a
court whose jurisdiction has been
challenged?

6.

These are the real alternatives. There is no international body for trying war criminals, and in the
light of the cold war it is hardly conceivable that one
could be formed. No country or group of countries
has asked to try Eichmann.
Argentina, which protested Israel's violation of
its sovereignty, did not offer to try him. Besides,
Argentina has a record of refusing to extradite war
criminals to Germany."
-

- Germany, the only nation legally entitled to
challenge Israel's jurisdiction, has remained silent.
Typically, a challenge to the conduct of a state
under international law may only be raised by the
state of which the victim is a national. In the
Eichmann case, the only state which could in any
international tribunal raise the contention that
Israel by the extension of its statutes to conduct
which took place within Europe on the part of
one not a national of Israel - the only state
which can raise that question is the Federal Republic of Germany, (or possibly East Germany
if the latter should claim that Eichmann was a
national of East Germany.) Neither of those
states has manifested the slightest desire to do
so. They have Jet it be understood that they are
not interested. They apparently want him
brought to judgment, and don't want to intervene."

Alex Weissberg, Dnperate Miuion: foe/ Brand'! Story. (New York, 19'8 ),pp. 189-90. {Lord Moyne, Minister of State for the Near
East, is quoted as follows "What shall I do with those million Jews? Where shall I put them?")
,,,
0
' Juan de Onis, "Argentina Cools to Former Nazis.:· The N ew York Times, June 19, 1960, quoting Buenos Aires" L:z Prensa.
"Milton Katz, "The Role of the Law in International Affairs as illustrated by the Eichmann Case," New /eney Law journal, January 12,
1961 (The Edwin C. Caffrey Memorial Lecture, sponsored by the New Jersey Institute for Practicing Lawyers, November 14, 1960), p. 7.
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JURISDICTIONAL QUESTIONS

We now turn to legal arguments bearing on Israel's jurisdiction.
1.

I~

Eichmann properly before the eourt?

This is essentially a question of whether Eichmann's rigihts were violated, or violated to such a
degree as to invalidate Israel's jurisdiction. Argentina's rights are not at issue; as already noted, Israel
admitted the offense against Argentina and apologized.

Objection
-For more than a century, men interested in
freedom sought to secure recognition of the
right of refuge.... The underhanded kidnapping, the violent spiriting of an individual
away from a foreign jurisdiction, which until
now has been characteristic only of Czarist, or
Nazi or Communist police, certainly does vio- ·
lence to that conception."
-The kidnapping of Eichmann is an act of law·
lessness of exactly the type of which the Nazis
themselves (and the Stalin and Trujillo regimes) have been guilty."
-The rule of law must protect the most depraved
of criminals if it is also to stand as a bulwark
against the victimization of the innocent.••

Response
Eichmann had no right to refuge.
-The laws of extradition were designed to protect individuals wanted for trial by one country
and residing in another, either from unfair
trial, or from prosecution for acts whose criminality was disputable. . .. None of these factors applied to the case of war criminals. Their
crimes were of such a heinous nature that there
was no doubf as to their degree of criminality,
and it was, therefore, eveh necessary to ensure
that the normal procedure of extradition was
not unwittingly applied in their case, and surrender refused on the grounds that the crime
was of a political nature.. .. Consequently,
the rules, procedures and machinery advoca~ed
by the Commission and those eventually devel-

oped by Allied Governments and military authorities were from the outset divorced from
the peacetime notion of extradition. A technical distinction came to be drawn between extradition proper and the mrre11der of war
criminals."
-About a hundred years ago ... Illinois wanted
Kerr for embezzlement. He had . . . traveled
to Peru.... The President of the United States
. . . issued a warrant to an appropriate officer
. . . to request extradition of Kerr . . . he decided not to present his commission . . . to the
Peruvian authorities. He found the man and
confronted him with a gun and . . . brought
him back to California. The California authorities . . . helped to ship the prisoner to
Illinois, where he was .. . convicted.... It was
pointed out that he had been kidnapped by an.
official, his rights had been violated not only
by Federal officers but by California , , . and
. . . Illinois officers, and that on top of everything else the actions of the President's emissary had been in violation of our treaty with
Peru.
The Supreme Court said this might well be
.true; Peru might very well have a grievance
against the United States, which it could press
through appropriate international channels; the
prisoner perhaps might some day have a claim
against the people who had kidnapped him;
but nevertheless there was nothing wrong with
the Illinois judgment of conviction.... There
is nothing, said the Supreme Court of the
United States, which we can do about it, nor
indeed which we ought to do about it.
That has come up at least five times in the
past hundred years in the Supreme Court of
the United States, and on each occasion the
Supreme Court has taken the same position.'"

-Article 14(2) of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights specifies that the right of asylum may
not be invoked "in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United
Nations."

- By signing the resolution of the Pan-American

"Oscar Handlin, "The Ethics of the Eichmann Case," Issue;, Winter 1961, p.7.
"Erich Fromm, "Trying Eichmann" (Jetter), The New York Time;, June 17,.1960.
""The Eichmann Trial, II" (editorial), ibid., June 18, 1960.
"United Nations War Crimes Commission, Hi;tory of United Nation; IY/ ar Crimes Commi;;ion and 1he De11e/opmen1 of the Laws of War
(London, 1948), p. 392.
'°Katz, /o(. fir ., p. 7.
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Conference on Problems of War and Peace held in

criminal when the man committed it. Well;
when Eichmann committed his acts, they were
in violation of well established doctrines of
international law as they then stood. And it
would be very hard, I think, to suggest that
Eichmann would be surprised to learn that
murdering six million people would not be
thought by other people to be criminal!'

Mexico in March 1945, Argentina pledged itself not
to give refuge to individuals guilty of, responsible
for, or accomplices in the commission of "heinous
crimes" in violation of the laws of war, treaties, international law or "the concepts of civilized life."
2.

Is Eichmann indicted under an
ex post facto law?

Objection

- Justifying the Nuremberg trials, a present critic
of the Eichmann trial wrote:
The crime of murder is now defined in the
penal codes of most of our states; but any
lawyer knows that these definitions have their
origin in a multitude of early decisions, and
that murder was punished centuries before we
had codes or legislatures or even learned legal
texts. The early communities sensed that their
survival as such depended upon the establishment of a measure of peace and order, and
the punishment of those who breached the
peace. Surely it is apparent that international
law is today in much the same state of development as was the common law centuries ago. If
we reject international law unless it is embodied in codes and statutes, with all the paraphernalia of modern national judicial systems,
we shall never find it at all, for it cannot exist
in this form without a correspondingly highly
developed world political organization.=

Eichmann is being tried in Israel under the Nazis
and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law, enacted
in 1950. The charge has been made that since the
law was passed after commission of the crimes, Eichmann is prosecuted illegally.
-This law .. . thieaten{s] punishment for crimes
committed before its promulgation (and thus
v.iolates a general principle of justice). . . .';
-Everything connected with the proceedings
against Eichmann is tafoted with lawlessness.
... Israel can try him only under ex post facto
statutes. To try him according to the forms
of law is to make a mockery of law."

Response
Crimes against humanity and war crimes are established offenses in international law.

- In our century the Preamble to the Fourth
Hague Convention of 1907 declared that "the inhabitants and the belligerents remain under the protection and governance of the principles of the law of
nations, derived from the usages established among
civilized peoples, from the laws of human.ity and
from the dictates of the public conscience."'"
- The concept of crimes against humanity was
"formally recognized in contemporary internationar
law by its insertion in the Charter of the International Military Tribunal for the Prosecution and
Punishment of the Major War Criminals of the European Axis, commonly known as the Nuremberg
Charter.""'
-The theory of .non-retroactive statutes, ex post
facto laws and all the rest, is that you have no
right to make criminal something which wasn't

3.

Is Israel a proper venue?
Objection

It has been charged that Israel has no right to try
Eichmann because it did not exist legally as a sovereign state at the time he committed his crimes and
they were not committed there.
- . . . there is little to be said for trying a man
at a place far distant from the scene of his
actions, in a land to which he has been brought
by clandestine force and which was not yet a
nation at the time of alleged crimes.,.

Response
-According, to generally re<:ognized doctrine ...
the right to punish war crimes is not confined
to the State whose nationals have suffered or
on whose territory the offence took place, but
is possessed by any. independent State whatso·
e\•er, just as is the right to punish the offence

"Fromm, loc. cit.
""Jungle I.aw" (editorial), The Wa1hington Pou, May 27, 1960.
'"Quoted in United Nations War Crimes Commission, op. dr., p. 25.
"'IbiJ., p. 174.
01
Katz, lo~. 'it., p. 8.
"'Telford Taylor, '"Nuremberg Trials: War Crimes and International law," International Conciliation, April 1949, pp. 338·339.
"'Telford Taylor, "Large Que-stions in the Eichmann Case," The New York Timn Magazine, January 22, 1961, p. 22.
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jury of Israeli citizens could now return a verdict of not guilty?"

of piracy. This doctrine, under which every
independent State has in International Law
jurisdiction to punish pirates and war criminals
in its custody regardless of the nationality of
the victims or the pllce where the offence was
committed ... has received the support of th~
United Nations War Crimes Commission and
is generally accepted as sound . . . . ''
- . . . in one of the Supreme Court decisions
which grew out of the· prosecution of one of
the Japanese war crimes, the Supreme Court
of the United States explicitly affirmed the
principJ,e that any state may punish war crimes
wherever and whenever committed. As seen,
war crimes may, I think, on the basis of doctrine as well as good sense and prinCiple, be
assimilated to slavery and to piracy as the kind
of crime which may be punished by anyone
anywhere. This then would be the state of the
law as to the propriety of Isra.el"s statute to
Eichmann . . . ."

4.

- Still another distressing feature of the Eichmann
case is that he has already been pronounced
guilty by the head of the Israeli Government.
. . . Certainly what is now known about Eichmann shrouds him in a dark cloud of probable
guilt, and in the context of our times such
expressions are more than understandable; they
are inevitable. Nevertheless, when statesmen
and jurists discuss the appropriate forum for his
trial, it is wrong to begin with a statement of
his guilt.~'

Respo1ise
The following is from a German newspaper:

Will Eichmann have a fair trial?

Objection
- Nothing since Eichmann's capture has altered
the early impression that the trial is to be a
genocide extravaganza rather than a dispassionate judicial proceeding.'"
-The total course of Israe 1·s actions assumes the
guilt of the accused. Is it conceivable that a

- ... since his capture, Eichmann has been subjected to orderly proceedings and all the legal
means have been made available to him for an
adequate defense. In court, he will be defended by a German attorney, Dr. [Robert] Servatius, of Cologne, who will be aided by a
Munich attorney and advised with regard to
the peculiarities of Israeli law which . is
based on Anglo-Saxon law - by the Jerusalem attorney Mendel Scharf. Eichmann will
be permitted to summon witnesses and present documents to prove, if he wants to, that
he only acted on orders and is innocent. He
will have to be considered guilty only after
the court has spoken and condemned him...

CONCLUSION
Many serious questions of law are raised by the Eichmann case. They merit earnest consideration. But
beyond the disposition of the . case ·itsdf ·lie greater questions which cannot be answered in any court. Public
discussion of the proceedings must be conducted in a manner that will illuminate and not obscure those profound and far-reaching questions.

In February 1961, the Evangelical Church in Germany admonished the German people not to close their

eyes and ears to the disclosures of Eichmann's trial, but to confront anew the truths about nazism, anti-Semitism and genocide which the trial will help establish.
What German Christians are asked to do is not essentially different from what Americans, Christians
and Jews alike, should do.

"United Nations War Crimes Commission, Law Report:! of Trials of Jr.~a•· Criminals. Vol. XV: Digests of. Law! and Ca1e1 (London,
1949), p. 26.
"Katz, loc. cit., p. 8.
,... Israel Borrows Hitler's Argument"' (editorial), Mont/!,omery Advmiser, January 25, 1961.
!1Handlin, loc cit., p.3.
"'Taylor, op. ~it., p. 23.
"Fradfurter Allgemeine Zei11111J1, February 28, 1961.
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AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
FROM: Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director
Interreligious Af.fairs Department
SAMPLING OF REACTIONS TO THE AJC EICHMANN TRIAL
MEMORANDUM
liRCHBISHOP IAKOVOS 1
GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA:

"Thank you very much for sending me the memorandum on the Eichmann case
9repared by the American Jewish Corrmittee. We are very glad to have
this most interesting and informative pamphlet."
"The Gre-ek Archdiocese will certainly make use of this."
)irector of Inf'orma tion)
!'HE NATIONAL

C0~1FERENCE

(Arthur Dore,

OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS:

''The analysis of the Eichmann case provides valuable background material
for our regional directors. May I ask you to send me 125 copies of this
;>resentation so that we may make full distribution· to our 65 field
off ices."
GENERAL CONFERENCE OF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIS TS :
·'Thank you for including me in your mailing of presentation of the
Eichmann oase prepared by The American Jewish Committee. A Im tremendously impress.ed with the way the materia 1 was organized and presente<li.
I wonder i f I could have 2$ additional copies for members of the Advisory
::::ouncil of our Department of Public Affairs."
THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF THE VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA:

"This is of genuine interest to me and wi 11 serve as a resource guide in
discussing · this important issue in formal talks as well as in conversation with my.. friends. If' you have 100 additional copies, I would like to
send these to key executives of our organization to be used for the
same purpose." (John _ ~• MacMahon, General)

.

.

THE
PROTESTANT
COUNCIL OF THE. CITY OF NEWYORK:
.
.

tr

have f01m.nd- your · analysis of the Eichmann case very helpful, and I am
grateful to you for sending it to me. It seems to me that the same
principles that justii'ied the trials of the Nazi war criminals, and the
Japanese war criminals constitute a complete justirication of the trial
of Eichmann. n (Department of Christian Social Relations)
rHE EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH:

'I am interested in this material and will be glad to distribute copies::
~hrough the various areas of our church.
Please accept my order for
~00 copies." {Conmission on Christian Social Action)
( more )

-

2

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY - Graduate School of Journalism:

"I appreciated having the paper on the Eichmann case and will read it
with interest." ( Pr of. Ri chard T. Ba ke r)
THE CRITERION - (Official Publication of the Arch diocese of Indianap.olis)
"I read with interest and I a m filing for future reference the American
Jewis h Commi ttee's study of t he Eic hma.nn case."

THE TEMPLE (Congregation Anshe Hesed, Erie, Pa,)
""'Thank you very much for your letter and the AJC brochure on the
Eichmann case. Will yru. be kind enough to forward 40 copies - I would
like to distribute them for use of the clergy, press, and study grouI>e·
in this area. 11
CON GREGA TI ON BETH ISRAEL:
"I can use an additional

50

CO NGREGATION DARCHAY NOAM:

copies far · clergy distrib*.tion."

(Far Rockawav, New York)

"I was very glad to receive the A..merican Jewish Committee's brochure
on the Eichmann case. I have already used it effectively in disai~sions
and iijtend to u se 1 t in the pulpit and in my study classes. If you will
be good enou gh to send me ten more copies, I have the · opportunity of
distributing them among people who mold public opinion here on Long
Island. 11

TEMPLE

EHAUU~L

(Gree nsburg, Pa,)

"If you would be good enough to send me additional copies (25) of
the Eichmann case analysis I would distribute them to our local
ministers, newspaper, etc,.lt
CONGREGATION BETH YESHURUN: . <Hruston~ Texas)

'•·I

appreciate your sending me the pamphlet on the Eichmann case. It
is t he best statement of the pros and cons, and I have used it to good
advantage the first day I received it in a panel discussion with three
non-Jewish lawye rs."
·

TEMPIE EMANUEL ( Grand Rapids, Michigan)
1t1 thoug ht you might be interested in seein g what beau ti.ful .use we have
made of y our material in our Bulletin."
TEMPLE BETH AARON: (Billings, Montana)
"·I am enclosing a list of local clergy from the ch~ch page and ·s everal
other moulders of public opinion; and sugg est that you circularize them
with this as well as with .future brochures of public interest. I would
also apprecia te about 100-150 copies which I can distribute among our
own as well ,·as to outside groups that I address frequent17.n

... ·3 ..

\tllR LD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS:

"Thank you very IID.lCh for sending me the analysis of the moral and le.gal
aspects of The Eichmann trial. I have been interested in perusing it
and found it helpful. We shall want to kee• it on file. n ( o.
frederick Nolde, Director)
:
;

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE .CHURCHES OF CHRIST:

''Thank you for the material on the Eich.."Tla.nn case. I shall read it with
great interest. n {Reverend Dr. William ;r. Villaume, .Director of Social
Wel.fare)
BETH EL: SYNAGOGUE , Torrington, Connecticut:

"Thank you for your -recent memorandum re the Eichmann trial and the
previous memoranda ot Dr. Feinberg in tha same matter. I have spoken t~
t.ny congregation in the same vein on a recent Friday night, and also
pefore tV!,o church groups. Our local paper gives good and favorable
~overag~.
Mr. Marvin Maskowsky head of the History department at our
;local high school also has devoted a session to the tri~l in the light
pf the above three memoranda.-"

AMERICAN

JEWIS~

COM:ITTTEE

FROM: Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director
Interreligi ous Affairs Department
SAMPLI~G

OF REACTIONS TO THE AJC EICHMANN TRIAL
MEMORANDUM

&RCHBISHOP IAKOVOS 1
GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA:

"Thank you very much for sending me the memorandum on the Eichmann case
;:ir~pared by the American Jewish Comnittee.
We are very glad to have
this most interesting and informative pamphlet. 11
"';rhe Greek Archdiocese will certainly make use of this.~·
Qirector of Information)

(Arthur Dore,

·)

rHE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS:
!

"~e analysis of the Eichmann case provides valuable background material
f9r our regional directors. May I ask you to send me 125 copies of this
?~esentation so that we may make full distribution to our 65 t'ield

off ices."
GENERAL CONFERENCE OF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENT IS TS:
~'Thank you for including me in your mailing of presentation of the

B:ichmann case prepared by The American Jewish Committee. A Im trenendously impressed with the way· the materia 1 was organized and presented:.
I wonder i t I could have 25 addition~l . copies for members of the Advisory
. :Jouncil of our Department of Public Affairs."
I1HE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF THE VOLUNTEERS
OF ANERICA:
..

i'This is of genuine interest to m~ and wi 11 serve as a resource guide in
jiscussing this important issue in formal talks as well as in conversation with my friends. If you have 100 additi c;mal copies, I would like to
s.elid these to key executives of our organization to be used for the
same purpose. 11 (John .F. MacMahon, General)

THE PROTESTANT COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NEWYORK:

''f have found your analysis of the Eichmann case very helpful, a.nd I am
grateful to you for sending it to me. It seems to me that the same
principles that justified the trials of the Nazi war criminals, and the
Japanese war criminals constitute a comple~e justification of the trial
of Eichmann. 11 (Department of Christian Social Relations)
.1'HE E\TANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH:

'I am interested in this material and will be glad to distribute copieg:
:hrough the various areas of our church. Please accept my order for
~00 copies. 11 (Co.r rmission on Christian Social Action)
( more )
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY - Graduate School of Journalism:
.

.

0

·~·

I appreciated having the paper on the Eichmann case and will read it
with inter.est. 11 (Prof •. Richard T. Baker)
THE CRITERION - (Official Publication of the Archdiocese of Indianapolis~
"I read with interest and I am filing for future reference the American
Jewish Comm.i ttee 's study of the Eic hIT'..ann case."
THE TEMPLE (Congregation Anshe Hesed, Erie, Pa,)

""'Thank you very mueh for your letter and the AJC brochure on the
Eichmann case. Will you be kind enough to forward 40 copies - I would
like to distribute them for use of the clergy, press, and study group~
in this area."
CON GREGATI ON BETH ISRAEL:

"I can use an additional

50

CONGREGATION DARCHAY NOAM:

"

copies far clergy distribtltion. 11 ·
(Far Rockaway, New York}

"I was very glad to receive the American Jewish Committee's brochure
on the Eichmann case. I have already used it effectively in dis cu 5'.a'i.ons
and iij.ten_d to use it in the pulpit and in my study classes, If you will
be_ good enough to send me ten more copies, I have the opportunity of
distributing the~ among people who mold public opinion here on Long
Island. "
TEMPLE

EMAHU~EL

(Greensburg, Pa.}

I f you would be good enough to send me additional copies (25) or
the Eichmann case analysis" I would distribute them to our local
ministers, newspaper, etc. 1
0

CONGREGATION BETH YESHURUN: (HOlston, Texas)
· "'t.:I appreciate your sending me the pamphlet on the Eichmann ease. It
ls the best statement of the pros ~d cons, and I have used it to good
; advantage · the first day I received it in a panel discuss! on with three
non-Jewish
lawyers."
..
i

TEMPIE EMANUEL (Grand Rapids, Michigan)

nr thought you might be interested in see.ing what beautiful use we have
made of your material in our Bulletin."
TEMPLE BETH AARON: (Billings, Montana)
"I am enc losing a list of local clergy from the church page and several
other moulders of public opinion; and suggest that you circularize them
with this as well as with future brochures of public interest. I would
also appreciate about 100-150 copies which I can distribute among our
own as well -as to outside groups that I address frequently."

... 3 ..
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V.ORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS:
uThank you very much for sending me the analysis of' the moral and legal
aspects of The .E ichmann trialo I have been interested in perusing it

,.
·' '

·'

and found it helpful.· We shall want to keep it on file. 11
Frederick Nolde, Director)
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF C·H RIST:

';

0

(

o.

_.

"Thank you · for the material on the Eich."l'lann case. I shall read it with
great interest." (Reverend Dr. William J .." Villaume,, D~rector of Social
Welfare)
BETH EL SYNAGOGUE, Torrington, Conne cti eu t:

"Thank you for your recent memorandUm re the Eichmann trial and the
previous memoranda of Dr. Feinberg in the same matter. I have spoken ·tQ
my congregation in the same vein on a recent Friday Qight, and also
~
before two church groups. Our local paper gives good and favorabie
coverage. Mr. Marvin Maskowsky head 9f the History department at our
local high school also has devoted a session to the trial in the light
of the above three memoranda."
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Eichmann, left foreground, stands before a judge in Haifa.
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As the world·watches-and debates the issues-:lsrael
seeks to evoke the tragic past to serve nwnkind~s -future.
by

AR.NO LD FORSTER

T.

HE; first wave· of questions came. the
instant after Prime Minister David
Ben-Gurion announced in May 1960 that
Adolf Eichmann had been arrested and
would soon be tried in Israel :for his role
in the mass murder of Jews under Hitler.
How had he been tracked down and
where? ' How had he been brought to
Israel?. ·Perhaps, for many reasons, the
lsr:aeli government hoped that the answers
would ne.ve~,, be divulged. But soon the
world press ,knew the details, or most. of
them. Then came the second wave of
questions, the more vexing ones concerning the legality, ethics, political and
historical wisdom of "the Eic;:hmann

case."

Eichmann had, in effect, been seized
and taken by force from a country where
he had been hiding illegally under an
.a5sumed name. Could his capture by
Israeli agents under such circumstances
be justi.ned on legal or ethical. grounds?
Why try a man fifteen years after he h;td
committed a crime? \'V'hy should Israel,
a country founded years after the crimes
were com'm itted, have the right to try
him instead of West Germany, or better
still, an international tribunal? Could
Eichmann possibly hope for a fair tr_ial
in a country whose people were obviously
so hostile toward him? And above all,

what could the trial of Eichmann possibly accomplish, except satisfy an understandable desire for revenge? Why not
let sleeping dogs lie?
The questions are serious ones; they
have been answered seriously, . by· many
sources and, principally, by representatives of the State of Israel, the major
target for criticism. This is an attempt
to summarize these answers.
THE PURPOSE of the trial: The government of Israel has stated that the
trial's purpose is to alert the conscience of
the world to the fearful consequences of
totalitarianism. The most terrible consequence, Israel says, is genocide": whose
·chief victims in modern histor:.y.- although not the only ones-have been
Jews. Israel also believes that the generation that has grown up since. World War
II does not fully understand the dangers
inherent in an authoritarian society because the full horror of Hitlerism has
never been brought home to them.
Eichmann is being tried for "crimes
against humanity" as well as for "crimes
against ·the Jewish people." His trial is
not a case of special pleading for Jews;
the tragic story of genocide _committed
against Jews must be read as an integral
part of contemporary history. \Vhat happened to the Jews of Europe- (and, to a

lesser degree, to other groups too f can
very well happen to other 'peoples oppressed by totalitarianism.
The Eichmann trial will cause much
personal· anguish f9r many., Israelis; more
than 300,000 · of the~ lost at least one
immediate relative to the Nazis and the
court testimony will reopen deep personal wounds. But their governmen t has
concluded that it is more ~mportant that
the world be reminded of the horrors of
Nazism. The hope is that the trial will
serve· as an effective educational weapon
to assure that they will never recur.
If it is to !>e an effective weapon, the
trial itself must be regarded as fair, legal,
a.n d just throughout the world. The government of Israel knows this and is determined that it will be carried· throug·h
just that way- with legality, and justice
and without a spirit of vengeance. ·

' ;

.,.,
I

I;

against capital punishment. Former Prime
Minister Ben-Gurion and the Israeli government have indicated their feelings on
the subject; both have made clear, too,
that Israel is not interested in punishing
Eichmann for punishment's sake. BenGurion_has also said that it is impo>sible
to avenge the murder of six million
humans simply by punishing one of the
culprits; there c:m be no fit punishment
for a person guilty of the crimes charged
to Eichmann nor will hi.s death give any
satisfaction.
It should be noted, however', that until
last month there was no statute in Israeli jurisprudence providing for a way
to carry out a· death sentence. \Vhen the
criminal genocide law was enacted in
19 50, the Israeli legislature failed to say
h ow the death penalty was to be inflicted.
Legislation had ·to be enacted .specifiIT IS; OF course, possible to anticipate cally for the purp~se; !n...J am.1!lry,_ .i:h<;
the sentence to be given Eichmann if he K nesset passed the so-called "Eichmann
is found guilty of genocid e; death is L aw" providing for death by h:inging.
Yet the persistent fact of Israeli life
· mandatory. Many people fear that if he is
actually hanged, there will be unfortunate is that capital punishment, especially
repercussions in many countries, particu- death by hanging, is regarded as unethical
larly from· people who oppose capital and even contrary to T almudic law. All
punishment. And some who regard the over Israel, religious scholars, philosophers,
Nazi -era as ancient history will. argue and prominent lawyers seem to be in full
accord · that the death punishment is
that Eichmann's execution is senseless.
While Eichmann can go to his death wrong--even for Eichmann. T his seems
on . the gaUows, .sentiment in Israel is.. to be a universal Jewish attitude. Last
month in the United States a group of foremost American rabbis expressed the idea
that "the entire trend of Jewish religious
Continued from preceding page
thought runs increasingly against the
lions come from Jews and Christians both;
pr~ctice of capital punishment"--a prinChristians who somehow feel that Jews genciple which should not be ~acri.6.ced for
erally have a responsibility in the case, Jews
the sake of revenge. Furthermore, one
who want lo know what are the facts.
It is for these reasons that this special
rabbi said, the crime of genocide "is of
issue of the AOL Bulletin is devoted to the
such cosmic proportions that only God
Eichmann case. Our effort is to get to the
can mete out adequate punishment."
facts of the case: the actual indictment and

COMM!-WT

charges made, the words and background for
the Israeli laws that apply, the legal premises
and precedents which are usually vaguely
understood or never even uttered. Our effort
also is to answer the questions which we
believe are now. disturbing Jews. Beyond this,
throughout the weeks or months of the .trial
-AOL will also try to interpret its course
in terms of American customs and legal
traditions.
Perhaps the most basic material in this
issue appears on page 4 - the sworn. statements presented at the Nuremberg War Crimes
Trials. It is important to remember that these
too were extraordinary trials conducted under
extraordinary circumstances (although they are
now commonly accepted as contributing to
the growth of international law). These too
showed clearly - for all· the world to see prejudice's meaning and its end results.

-

An essential answer to each of the;e
charges has already been offered by Israeli spokesmen and legal authorities in
various countries: I) The crime of kidnapping is denied and Israel contends that~
Eichmann voluntarily accompanied those
who apprehended him; no evidt:nce to the
contrary has been presented. Besides, common law principle is that a court is not
concerned with the manner in which a
criminal is apprehended; 2) Ex post facto
is a statutory concep~ in the United States · .......
but does not apply in most oth~r coun'-·
tries. The concept, when it co'mes to mas~
murder, was discarded at Nuremberg--3·· "
man does not need advance notice to tell

D efense otlorney·:·R o ber't Servatius (left )'·
and prosecuting. attorn
ey C idcon Huusiler.
.
..

him that it is wrong cq kill masses .:jf . ·..
human beings; 3) ·Mass ·:murder is mi.le~ ..._.,· .
"l".
worse than piracy and yet.~ .u~i:le~ inter-:·:··
national law, a pirate· m.it)'~·~e s'eiicd.·aqq
tried by any sovereign i1~i:.i'1.n: :'. ·
·:" }>
These issues are more ~ully explored·in ..: :·. :;:
the article starting on Page 3. Undoubted.:.•.:.::·::/".
ly, as the trial progresses, ·ocher points of'.;:;.:,::"·
contention will arise that.may be troubli:-· '
some, sometimes cmbarrasing, to chos-e ''. ·
concerned. Eichmann ··'will'·'<>cr.tain_ly ,;te~TH ERE 1s much discussion about the
legality of Israel's actions in the Eich- tify to his .al.leged o~er .r~.t;hc:.~~i.t\slr:~o .. ,· :/"~
mann case. Three major critical comments release a million Jews .to cRe Alli~~ ..'1n re-' ";;. .; "
a re that:· 1-) Israel- perpetrated- an act of- turn. for ten thous.and..•.trucks.- lk·-.'<,i1jll-'"-·-.-·r
kidn:ipping, an offense to every legal and probably contend that ·neithe~ tl'ie je~~li~h . · · '. '._.
moral code everywhere; 2) On the face Agency reprc'se.~t!l~i~c~ '.rhr9.ugh .,w~o;t.;:"~e ..... . . :.::
of it, Eichmann is to be tried under a.1 negotiated, nor the Ailied.po~ers:io. o/hOnr /.:~·;'..
ex post facto statute- a law which makes he made his "humane"-.o'ffe'i-; 'wt~ei~iliin'f ··.::;" .. "'·
an act criminal only after the act itself co receive the Jewishj~I.~g·~~P-He~·;nizy . . · .
was committed. This . kind of law is maintain that they· wei;e }.~e; i~~;.C_i!!P!i}~ , :;.; ,,,
constitutionally outlawed in American in the death of one _millio~·:.a·~tk~·11:: Jews//.--::::· ·~.i
ju risprudence; and 3) The Stace of Israel that he was merely 'the ;i11p'oc~ih>.tool'.of ;:.. ::,.- ·
.'.·::.,-:..
·
h:is no right to try a man for alleged mis- the Nazi war machine'.
.... If this is 'done, the prosecuti.on will
deeds committed before Israel was established and far outside the boundaries of seek to prove that Eichmann's offer was
transparently insinc~r~
or meant to · be
Israel today.
" .,

r"

...
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divisive (the uucks. were supposedly to
be used in Nazi efforts to stop Russia,
- #. and not on the Western front) . Never. ... theless, charges made against a Jewish
organization aiid against such men as Sir
Winston ·Churchill, wartime prime min",,. ister of Great Britain, which took the
. lead in rejecting Eichmann's "bargain",
..
may tend to tarnish the reputations of
•.·
'persons living and dead.

..

.....

-'· ·

,....
··:.·:

.No MA"f:TER how strenuously Israel
.tries to conduct a fair trial, it will be
open to criticism. Israel is paying Eich.. man~'.s . German attorney, Robert Servatitfs;:. for his work as defense counsel,
. _..),;(·arid' :· ai~o... paying ~9..-' h:a.ve witnesses
; " brough.t :-: t6> .:is'r~e[ )".'""·*his..:arrangement,

-~. :,:.-.3 ·'.~~~~ ~~;_.:;J~~~:~t!X~-~;~·:;~~~e~"~~i:ir~~
'.~"-~,:':·;:rigge.d--even·the-defefiSe-:at:to.rney. is

Hiroshima and N agasa~ during W odd
War II and killed thousands of women
and children. H ere, too; the ·prosecution
will have to meet a persuasive argument and will have to point- up th~
distinctions: the United States and Japan
were in a state of war, provoked by the
J apanese attack on Pearl H arbor; H iroshima and Nagasaki were military targets
in the sense that their destruction sapped
Japan of industrial power and its will to
continue the war; the American pilots,
even if. they knew the destruction inherent in their bombs, really were taking
orders; their act was n othi..rlg but the
very last step in a long operation planned
and executed by thousands of others. But
the murdered Jews, Israel will say, were
hardly in a state of war against Germany;
beyond that, Eichmann's orders . were
merely to "solve" the J ewish problemthe techniques for solving it through
mass murder were, in the main, Eichmann's own conception and doing .

being
,,::(' ;~ ;:: ·.paid.:·~r .the prosecutpr? ·n~:,lmplication
:.., . .. ·,.- ,is. riory,s~nsical ; Sen<:ai:ius .1.s:.:.a .:forthright
.·,.·:,~ .;. fawyer .piQfoun,dJ:y comr.pit:ted to present.~ . ,.··,.ink ~he ,best P."P$~i.ble.:t_ase.:iri- ~half of the
·. :~·def~naanr.- '·Besides,-.'the Eichmann. family
EvEN THE method of the trial and its
physical surroundings may come in for
'\::>i.~etf selected:";~iry;. · : · :: ..
"
. :< An able defeiise .. can reasonably be ex- criticism. Unlike the American way, there
:::Bected' to try to arouse public opinion and is no jury system under Israeli law. In
'win ·sy.uipathy f<;>r ·his client as was done place of the usual three-judge t rial court,
. ,: in the Caryl Che'ssma.ii':case; it may seek ..,a special panel is being constituted to pre'to ,p roject a picture of Eichmann as a man side in the Eichmann case. Elaborate
with a loving wife and three children, "a means have to be taken, within and withh:itd-workirig 11'1an being persecuted for out the courtroom, to safeguard Eich. • doj'ng his joh.':diiri'ng the war like a good mann's life. More than 400 news corre.·~·· ·
:.,;:s<?,l~i~r<' ..:·:··:
spondents will crowd into the courthouse
· ... .'The: "'good:·.-soldier" idea will certainly and surrounding areas. There will be si.~ , ;,_:6¢· advanced"··~).iri.ng the trial, and will multaneous -translations- from Hebrew
, . -:. .. : :., probably represent the core of the defense. into English, French, and German-made
·~/,· .,::His, lawyer may compare his responsithrough a miniature broadcasting system
... .«·" 'bilit'y to that of American pilots who flew in the Beit Ha'am. Israel has contracted
· · · 'the planes that·. dr~pped atom bombs on with an American television production

·r: ..·

company to . vi~eotape the proceedings,
edit them to useful size, and sell chem on
a non-profit b~sis to interested television ·
b~oadcasters. througho.u t the world. Israel
has no television of its own; it made this
arrangement as the only possible way to
assure that all television networks and
stations would have equal acces; .to trial
coverage. But there has been criticism
that Israel is thus trying to censor the
prnceedings or muzzle television coverage.
The Eichmann case can also produce
new anti-Semitic charges or renewals of
old ones. His apprehension by an apparently expert team of "Jewish -volun.
teers" has already supplied anti-Semites
with new ammunition. Here, they say, is
evidence of a powerful "i~ternational
Jewish conspiracy" operating under the
control of the Elders of Zion; national
boundaries, the rights of nations and of
individuals mean little to "the internationalists," they claim. The Eichmann
'trial should again show any reasonable
person how monstrous a notion this is.
Where, indeed, was the alleged power or
machinery of "international Jewry" when
Jews were being murdered in ~roves?
Despite these pitfalls, some of them
grave ones, the government · of _Is.rael
knows that the trial must be conducted
openly and with all justice if it is to
serve its constructive purpose. Israel is
determined that this purpose shall be
served.. The sworn testimony of a legion
of credible witnesses, the irrefutable quality of the documentary evidence, the
still-living proof of Nazi misdeeds-all
these should keep the world from forgetting the incredible, ever-present dangers
of totalitari'anism. This is the singEe most
important reason for holding the trial.

..~'

....

···.·

· .:, .·./>¢!SEVEN KEY LEGAL POIN TS

..·~i+F. -; ;'.:;,t' .···...· ··•·..
. . · .. .'J>J!:.w~s'i:·ti.me;of 'rri.adness. Standards of
.civilization were
.'::'.'_·::;:/~h:·c¥crse<:!'. '. '.fhe .: gani~ters and hoodlums
·/."> were in .q)'pfrc;)t and it\vas state policy to
·.. mas~~~i:e ·anc:f ·plunder: Wrong was right,
t he innoce·nc ·were guilty, their murderers
ceremoniously decorated.
The crimes of the N nis transcend the
ordinary limits 'of' criminal codes. This
was understood at Nuremberg where the
judges had to enla.rge or revise their conceptual thinking to cope with the cases
before them. It was not easy and not all
agreed; there were few precedents · in
law for Nuremberg. It is easy to understand why some aspects of the Nuremberg trials were criticized by lawyers and
layme_n who believed that abstract or con-

··::(,~_.-:(- ~, · :·)~§f~·J,i,~y~·..)~\,/,: ·and

by

SOL RABK I N

ventional principles of law were being
violated.
There has been this type of objection to
the Eichmann case too. It comes, particularly, from people who are unable to
grasp the magnitude and unprecedented
nature of the crimes charged. Beyond
that, critical debate about Eichmann in
the United States often takes place within
the .framework of a system and mode of
legal thought that does not necessarily
apply to the Eichmann case which, after
all, is being tried under Israeli, not American, practices of jurisprudence. There
has also been a confusion of the legal and
moral issues involved.
American critics have been answered
by Israeli spokesmen who, quite naturally,

3

explain Israel's course · of action-in
matters of law-within the framework of
the.i r own legal system and- in mat ters of
morals-in accordance with their own
outlook and beliefs.
These. are seven key legal questions
which have drawn critical ·comment from
some American quarters. The responses
come from Israeli sources and from Americans who have considered and accepted
the .Israeli view:

I . "Wasn 't E ich man n K idn apped?"
The spiriting of Eichmann out of
Argentina has been the most widely debated issue in the 1\'0rld press, in diplomatic circles, and. at the United Nations.
Israel has been charged with an act of
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kid.napping that is an offense to every
legal and moral code. Not so, says Israel.
This was no kidn?pping. Eichmann was
tracked down by volunteers-people ·who
had dedicated themselves to bring him to
justice-and, tired of continuing to live
as a fogitive, he had consented ·~o accompany them to Israel. Though many
view this answer with skepticism, neither
Eichmann nor his attorney, Robert Ser-.
vatius, have thus far denied it. Nor has
anyone else come 'forward with evidence
that would refute the Israeli government's
statement.
The prosecution will not be impeded by
the . question of kidnapping should it
arise at the trial itself. It has already been
indicated that Israel will take the position that many nations have taken similar
action in apprehending criminals. Ameri-·
can courts, for instance, have applied the
common law principle that they can not
be concerned with · the manner in which
a defendant is apprehended:
"The power of a ·court to try a person
for a crime is not impaired by the face
that he had been brought within the court's
juri~diction by reason of a ·forcible abduc·
cion.' .. ·. Due process of law is satisfied
when one present in court is convicted of
crime after having been fairly apprised of
che charges. against him, and after a fa}r
tria! in accordance with constirutional procedural safeguards. There is nothing in the
Constirution that requires a courc to permit
a guilty person rightfully convicted to escape justice because he was brought to trial
· against his will." (Frisbie v. Collim, 342

such war criminals as Karl Klinghofer
and Dr. Josef Mengele, but had its requests· rejected. The Israeli government
has made the point that, in view of
Argentina's past position, it had no basis
for believing that an extradition request
would be honored, especially since there
is no extradition treaty between the two
countries.
Beyond that, lawyers have pointed to
the writing of Hugo Grotius, the founder
of modern international law, as a commentacy on Argentina's position. Grotius
rejected a nation's right to furnish
asylum to criminals. He declared that a
community or its rulers may be held
responsible for harboring those who have
done wrong elsewhere; the responsibility
consists in either punishing or surrendering the guilty party, especially when such
'crimes affect human society at large.
Argentina has shown no w illingness to
accept such a· responsibility.
3. "Isn.'t Israel trying Eichmann un. der ex post facto law?"
An ex post facto stat'ute is a law which
makes an act criminal after the act itself
had been committed; it is constitutionally
I
d
d
h
out a we in American jurispru ence. T e
ex post facto legal concept is an American one, based on the idea that it is unfair'
to compel a man to stand t rial for a deed
which he could nor have known was a

violation of the law when he committed
it: ·Obviously, this concept does not apply
U.S. 518 [1952]) ·
to murder; no one needs formal notice
A noted historian has carried . the dis- that it ,is morally, legally, and ethically
cussion a step further by charging" that wrong to kill another person without
the· Israelis ~iolated "the historic right justification.
of the refugee'; in taking Eichmann.from
·Ex post facto is not a principle of
Argentina, and that J ews, of all people, international penal law, but of some
should have resp!'.cted that right. In raisnations' laws. Eichmann is being tried
ing this issue, however, the historian in- : · under a law that is based upon inrernaadvertently raised the question whether , tional penal law, as enunciated in the
.Eichmann was indeed .a refugee who had Nuremberg trials and in the genocide
been granted asylum b,y Argentina. Or convention.
was he, in fact" a fugitive fr~m justice 4. "By what rigbt docs Israel claim
who had entered the country 11legallyjurisdiction?"
without. the ·knowledge
Some Iega I experts question
·
I srael's
·
d of its authorities
d
-and 11ved m 1t un er an assume name
· · d. ·
d ·
· h
E. h
in order to escape punishment of his JUC!S ic~~n ai:i ~~s hrig t , to ~ry ic mann.
ey say 1c mann s cnmcs were
crimes.
committed in Europe and should be tried
2. "Why Wasn't Eichmann Legally there; none o{ the crimes alleged against
Extradited?"
him was committed in Israel, which was
_ Here it is argued that Israel, once hav- not in eJl'.isrence as a state at the time.
ing located Eichmann, should! have peti- They point to the territoriality principle
tioned Argentina for his extradition since ' which requires that a defendant should
both Israel and Argentina are members be tried where he committed the crime
of the United Nations and the General alleged. · '
Assembly of the U.N.' has, on occasion;
Those who differ with ~his say that
appealed to member nations to extradite the territoriality· principle is not an aband surrender war criminals.
solute, even in the United States and the
,Again the legal issues and the moral United Kingdom wht;re ·it originated.
issues run into each other, for Argentina Thus, Douglas Chandler, an American
has long been :·a. haven for Nazi war · who ' broadcast throughout the war for
criminals and has thus far never honored Nazi Germany, was tried and condemned
an extradition request. The \Vest German for treason in the United · States algovernment sought the exrr.a dition of though his crimes were committed in
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His i\rgenll•

Germ~n,y:; tb~:-l:e.r;~:~i::~r1,~:;~·~;i~;~~ple ~·:,.; '.:: ;: ,!

is
...
not unive.rsa!ly. ·a~~'pted::-t1nder".'~cr1i.-ia·ti-:-:.'7::-=":;:-;::"."f
law, all . crimes': c;ommitted by Gerrri~i't:.'.':',~ .."~ " "
nationals, wh:ether'.at
are ".
. .
.. . )1011)e'
. .. or abroaq{
.t
.
su bjccr. ro German·.:tou'rts,:..Nor·· is .i:here _, ·. .
provision in internqtii;>n.a.t lii'* ,e,sta~li,~in.f:~i;;,_
rules of criminal jurisd}<it~on;' or· offering :'.~;;:~
solutions in cases of .confiic·i: of such j~ds~,::-;:'-'.; ·
diction. Even if W est :·Germany \\ranted< ..
I'
to try EichmanJ?. ·as .,a Gern1an natio1pL
(which it does not) ;· ir'','l\,quld ' ha:V¢ ."±).~ ·: .
more right to· do so.- under inrernatio.n_;iJ ..
law than Israeli: ·and.' there would be .),10
w~y of deciding ._ 'vhich country_ -~h:i_d.·
the best jurisdiction> -.>..·.·- . .. : ..
.:· .,..." _
Another principle h.l's ·:beefi:i,s.i.i~ges~ed.: = ...
as bcin,~ more applicable ~li.~n:. :t8~:.. te.rri.-< · "
toriality one. In cases '.:of : i.n..t~fo~rio~·aJ .. , :.'"
crimes, any member of :r.hc.}i:iter,hatioP,al ,
community can try a persci.n· ch~rged with:'.':·'./"..:" ,
crimes against internariorta'\ :law if ~har':'.:. -.....:. · 1
~rson is in its cust~dy. Und~'. t?is iirirt•/.\:'.~;,:;
c1pal, Israel has the right to try. E1chrria!1-M" ·· ....., , _,
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m the words of R.o bert .. G:.::St:orcy., :.-p_~st"
president· ·of the Am.ericari)~ar":Assqciation and · executive ·trial ' .counsel at
Nuremberg, "of far greater importance
. . . was the making of a record of the
Hitler regime which would withstand the
test of history." The Tribunal was composed 9f representatives from the United
States, Great Britain, France, and the
U.S.S.R. and conducted trials of major
war criminals from November 1945 to
October 1946 .. After about 200 witnesses had spoken and more than 5 million words of testimoriy presented,
twenty-one major German war leaders

·~·

·
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.

.
··~ ·

internatiQ~al court, similar to Nur_ein~rg
or Tokyo'. :The UN General Assembly
· twice rejected proposals to consider the
est:ablishment of a permanent international criminal court. The plain fact is
that there is no such court today and it
is unrealistic to suggest one can be created
to try Eichmann.
.
The existing World Court at The
Hague cannot of course handle the Eichmann case; "it is an international· court
of civil, not criminal, jurisdiction. :

6. "Will the trial be fair?" ,_-

,,

;.'·... :·/·: .~{,·e~'.~.~:~.:

.· . .

:

:~ .

Klement."

. ..

./ :·; ·~ . )usf a~· ~he Unit.ea .S'tateS.~wci:e:Eichmann

.'P:-~~,: ~:0·.~~··~:ere~co~Id-t~r~hini~(t::. ,:.:.:· ·:· . · ·
·

·::

· · · ;:5..::'Shouldn). ~~c~·~·~~!i he tried by
. : ·ii\ ·i11tei=na ti'olial'·_. tr1hllnal ?"

.<:J:::·.:;M.~ny·~ ~·}1ci>~k::,tBis. suggest. t~at Israel
<<:.-:t~ot, rather than ·judge in the case; that

•

(:.,,;:,~> ··:,~hould cont'eri:t ii;self with beiri.g ·prosecu0

: ··instead of trying Eichmann, Israel should

>conductw.hiC;h
proceedi1.1gscaloQ·g ·the lines of an
>.:;
.l>rei:edes
furnishes the
inq~ie.st.

~nd

•·.- .''. b?-.'sis ---£Of _. an~··. ~c-~Us.:1:l:ion in European

· !'.t'i.mina) practice.. Once the charges were
··:·d~awn up and supported by such an in. · · ·· -~::::·. ·:.C]ueSt, : lsr~el . -~~~id ·-1ay them before the
j · :· · :."::::.·United ··:Na.tions~; and the UN could then
., .·::c~.~i!·~~.'.:~ .i~p~.~iai tribunal to judge Eich.· :. J:ii1a#ii/.:und.ei :.:the Nuremberg principles
· •· ··.· . ·a_ffifrne.c.l-:'py. :.dje. UN General Assembly

. ·:::'.'(.':·.(Iii 1946 ::. ' ..· ...(. ·
·..::::.
'There .is.'ljit!e likelihood, however, that
. .;..} .::· · · tli"e UniteiENations, in order to ti-y Eich:... / ·:;".:<.:·'.· \: mann, would recreate another ad hoc
.
. ~-· .. ·:.::: .·.

Hasn't Eichmann been prejµdged and
found guilty? Those who '!Sk the question
hold that Eichmann has in effect been
condemned by the head of tthe Israeli government, and by countless magazine
articles and books, television and radio
programs, and plays and so forth.· Mr.
Be.n -Gurion ·has not hesitated to. refer to
Eichmann as "the man who killed six
million Jews," and to Eichmann's "victims" as having been "murdered."
Israel answers matter-of-factly that
neither Ben-Gurion . nor world public
opinion is going to pronounce legal judg-,
ment in the Eichmann case. Israel is a
democratic state and its judiciary, as in
the United States, is an independent
bunch of the government and not subservient either to the executive or legislative arms of the Hate. Eichmann's guilt
or innocence will be detennined by an
Israeli court solely ori .the basis of evidence
before it.
·

7. "Are the charges proper?"
There is a segment · of opinion that believes Eichmann should be charged \Vith
genocide and not with crimes against the
Jewish people. The essenc·e of ·law,. these

critics argue, is that a crime is committed not only against the presumed
victim, but against the community as a
whole. By charging Eichmann with having committed crimes against Jews alone,
the Israeli Gove·rnment . is making the
dangerous implication that what he did
was not a crin:ie against non-Jews or
against society in· general. The Nuremberg Trials, it is stressed, were based on
a diffe,rem proPosition: that atrocities,
whether committed against Jews or nonJews, were equally crimes ·against international law. The Israeli indictment is
therefore out of keeping with the :trend
of modern law by _d efining a crime in
terms of the religion or nationality of the
victim, rather than in the terms of the
nature of the criminal act.
.
· r The Israelis point out, however, that·
the charges against Eichmann list fifteen
counts; four are for crimes against the
Jewish people, seven are for cri;nes against
humanity, one is for a war crmme, and
three are for belonging to Nazi organiza-·
tions. Thus, Eichmann is being tried for
his crimes against · non- Jews as well as
Jews. Further, Israelis argue that to
specify the group alleged to be the victim ·
of the genocide is not to minimize the
crime or to deny that other races, religions
or nationalities were equally its victims;
all acts of genocide remain crimes against
humanity.
·
Finally, Israel has maintained that the
t rial of Eichmann v.;ill . both strengthen
the principle· that genocide is a crime, and
underscore the need for . machinery to
enforce the ·convention; that, therefore,
the Eichmann trial is certainly in k~eping
with the needs and trends of modern
intern:itional law..

TESfflMONY AGAINST EICHMANN
'~J)j>::~~: ~~~::·~:~+:~·:~~;i~~~·~~lo~s

· were called to
'· :.:: : ~ ( '; :.':ac·ccHint::Aor' ·' th~ir ' crimes against the

mony. Here, from the official records of ·tapo, was formed to carry out the policy."
the International Military Tribunal, are· (Vol. XXII, p. 493)
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responsibility
m·anity.
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p · h · d h b h
·
..,. · ··
h
end. of August 1944 1 had a conversation ·
1

•

· .('·:: =<:·.·.~n .:....a"1:s; . ruse e} to ea~ . y angmg
· · .··(for ·:.J6.~C:him. <vop Ribb.,ntrop, Alfred
Rosenbl!i:g;:. and Julius Streicher, among
•
others).
·
Among its three inai' or conclusions, the
court ruled that the fact that a defendant
had acted pursuant to ·order of his .government did ·not free him from responsibility . and that the true test was ·n ot the
of the order but whether moral
evi'srence
~
ch9ice was, in fact, possible.
The whereabouts of Adolf Eichmann
was unknown to allied authorities at the
·
time of the Nuremberg trial. However,
his name cropped up ·repeatedly in testi-

for

crimes

against . u· ...,.

ff From JUSTICE ROBERT H. JACKSON, chief
counsel for the United States at Nuremberg
( in his closing argument) : "Adolf Eichmann
is the siniscer figure who had· charge of the
extermination program." (Vol. XIX, p. 405)
11 From the J UDGMEN'r OF THE TRIBUNAL,
September 30, 1946: "In the summer of 1941
. : . plans were made for the 'final solution' of
the Jewish question in all of Europe ... the
extermination of the Jews, which early in .1939
Hitler had threatened would be one of the
consequences of an outbreak of war, and a
special section in the Gestapo under Adolf
Eichmann, as head of Section 184 of the .Ges-

5

with S.S. Lt. Col. Adolf Eichmann whom I
had known since 1938. The conversation took
place in· m'y apartment· in Budapest: To my
knowledge· Eichmann was at that time chief
of a department in B4 (Gestapo) of -the
Reich Security Ma1'n office and 1·n ad.,1·t·1·on
commissioned by Himmler -~o co'i!ect th~ Jew~
in all countries ·and transport them to Germany. He expressed his conviction that the war
was .now already Jost by Germany and, as far
as he was concerned, he had no further chance.
He knew that the United Nations would consider him a principal war criminal because he
had millions of Jewish lives' upon his conscience. I asked him how many there were
and he replied that the figure was a national
secret but that he would reveal it to me since,
as an historian, I would be interested and he

in all likelihood would not return from his
mission to Rumania. He said that a short time
earlier he had prepared a report for Himmler
who wanted ro know the exact number of
Jews killed. (Eichmann) had to come ro. the
followii::ig conclusion: Some fourmillion Jews
had been killed in the various exterminacion
camps, and an additional two million died in
different ways, rhe majority of them being
slaughtered by the Special. D'etai ls ( Einsatz
Kommandos) of the. Security Police.during the
campaign against Russia. .
"Himmler had not been sacisfied with that
report. Iri his opinion the number of Jews
killed was larger than six' million. Himmler
declared that he would send a man from his
statistical office to Eichmann in order to prepare a . new report on the· basis of Eichmann's
material to determine the exact numlx:r.
"I assume that Eichmann's information was
correct since he, of all people, probably had
the best overview of the number of murdered
Jews. First, he "delivered' Jews- through his
. special Kommandos-to the extermination institutions and, therefore, knew the exact Ji,i~ure.
Second, as department chief of Bureau IV of
the Reich Secu.r ity main office where he was
in char,ge of 'Jewish affairs,' he best knew the
number of Jews who died in other ways. At
the time we spoke, Eichmann was in such a
state that he had no intention of telling me
anything but the truth.
"I recall the details of this conversation exaccly because it understandingly disturbed me.
I had made detailed statements about it, even
before rhe defeac of Germany, to an American
agency in a neutral country with which I had
been in touch at that rime.
·
"I swear that I have made the foregoing
statemenrs voluntarily and without coercion
· and rhar ro the best of my knowledge and
conscience they are· true ..." (Vol. XXXI,
pp. 85-87)

n

From the testimony of HAUPSTURMFUEHRER DIETER WISLICENY, in response to questions put by Lt. CoL Smith W. Bsookhardt
Jr., of the prosecution counsel (U.S. ), January
3, 1946. (Wisliceny, a former journalist, had
been a close associate of Adolf Eichmann since
1934).
" ... Eichmann had special powers from
Gruppenfuehrer Muller, the C~ief of Amt IV,
and from the Chief of the Security Police. He
· was responsible for the so-called solution of

Police;\ he himself · was personally . responsible
for the execution of this order ...
, ·"It· was perfeccly clear to me that !his order
sj:>elleq death to millions of people. I said to
Eichmann, 'God grant that our enemies never
have the opportunity of doing the same ro
the German peopl~.: Eichmann told .me not
to be senrimenral: it was an order. of the
Fuehrer's and would ha_ye to be carried 'our .. ."

...

..;
LT. COL. BROOKHART: " In connection with .'· . . .
the Jews about whom you have personaf know-.;·.'.:, ·: .. -. ,
ledge_, howh· many wbe~e suk~Iiecdt~d t~. the ·. ~~a( ·'.·:. .:,::. .
so1utton, t at 1s, to emg 1 e . . . .
. . . ... ,., ... ':......
WJSLICENY: "The exact number is extreiue·- :• :" ; . .:x·;
ly hard for me co determine. I have only one ···: :._.··· ·'.~~.·.:
b asis for a possible estimate, a conversation
_ . ...
between Eichmann and Hoess in Vienna, in
..,,.,.,,..:..
wihich he said that only a very few of those
sent from Greece to Auschwitz had :been. fit
for work. Of the . Slovakian and . .Hungarian - -.,..
Jews about :2Q .. to;30 ·pereen:t haa:·beeii aqle to
.
work ..." . ·.'_: .. j. ;.. ::·."·.'-.:.:. ,;,;.-,?, · "· .. ,.::
LT. Col., B~ooKH~RT; ,Fi: your ~€e;in..<;s
:.: "'... ;.
with the '.ot~~ spe.cjali:s"ts _o~-the. Je~ish. gi'.!J\l:~.-~..;;;, ·.~ ;
lem and E1chll)ano;'di.d- you gain any know:
·'::'. ·,.: ·."""
ledge or inforina.rio'ri .'as to the :rota! number
·. \~·:\·;:::.....
of Jews ki lled \ irid'er ,this pr.ogri#J.? .. .''
.
· ... \ ..!.~.:.:·;.
' .
.. . . .
.
.·
"""
.
. ..,. . .
WJSLICENY: . "Eichmann persoriaily;_ always ... :
raiked about at least 4 million J<?ws. $pm(t.' · ",. < ·'
times he even menrioned 5 milli.9if,::·AC:eocding":'.:-_::•:
to my own estimate 1 should say:.:t.~at ar l.eaS'!. ~';,':."
4 million roust have been destined for the so::-:,;·: · -;:called final solution. How ·many of those ac-.°' '.'·
tually survived, I cannot say . . ."
. .:.· · .,:· ·
LT. COL. BROOKHART·: "Wh.ei} did' }rptj,la:c~::(
see Eichmann?"
··
~
· -::.<:.:;- ·

1

the Jewish question in Germany and in all
countries occupied by Germany ... (Eichmann)
took a small volume of documents from his
safe, turned over the pages, and showed me
a· letter from Himmler ro the Chief of the Security Police and the SD. The gist of the letter follows :
"The Fuehrer had ordered the final solution
of the Jewish question; the Chief of the Security Police and the SD and the Inspector of
Concentration Camps were entrusted with
carrying out this so-called final solution. All
Jewish men and women who were :able to
work were to be temporarily exempted from
the so-called final solution and used for work
in the concentration camps. This letter was
signed by Himmler himself . ..
"Eichmann went on to explain what was
meant by this. He said that the planned biological annihilation of rhe Jewish race in the
Eastern Territories was disguised by the concept and wording 'final solution.' In later discussions on this subject the same words 'final
solution' appeared over and over again ... As
far ais I could gather from my conversations
with (Eichmann), this annihilation rook
place in the gas chambers and the bodies were
subsequently destroyed in the crematories . . .
"Eichmann told me that with the RSHA he
personally was entrusted with the executio~ of
this order. For this purpose he had received
every authority from the Chief of the Security

ok

~

·~

WISLICENY: HI last saw Eichmann towards _··.'.' ":c
rhe end of February 194 5 in Beil in..At .that <\ ·:,
time h_e sai? _that i~. the war were lost he \".Ould~":;i:;:'""
commit su1c1de. . .
· · ... ,-_:.'. :,. . . . · . : .'.'./ <,.
LT. COL. BROOKHART . "Did:'he . sa1• i ny.' ·....:''<:
thing at rhar rime as to rhe:.:iumber .of Jews ..... ·
that had been killed?"
'·

WISLICENY: "Yes, he· expressed ..this in a
particularly cynical manner. He said. he would
leap laughing inro rhe gr:av~ oecause the feeling that he had five million people 012·..his
conscience would be for him a source of.extra•
ordinary satisfaction ..." (Vol. IV, p: ·335, ff'. ).·
ComIJiled. ·by .ia.ck·.'_Baker
.
. •,.::...- -·

...,.
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THE CHARGES AGAINST EICHMAt/.N:iJ:
.

-

E

ARLY in February, Eichmann's' lawyer
received the Notice of Charge
against his client from the AttorneyGeneral of I srael. L ater in the month, a
. formal indictment against Eichmann was
also submitted. It went into greater detail,
outlined the evidence to be presented,
and appended t he names of the 39 witn esses which the prosecution intends to
call. There are two categories of witriesses; those who met Eichmann or
suffered personally at his hands, and those
who have knowledge of -the overall scope
-0f his activities.
Of the fifteen counts against Adolf
Eichmann, four are for "crimes against
.the Jewish people," seven for "crimes

against h umanity," one for "war crimes,"
and three for membership in a "hostile
organization."
"Crimes. Against the Jewish People"
are covered in Sec tion l (a) 1 of Israel's
Nazi and Nazi Collaborators (Punish-

ment) Law-5710 - 1950:
"A person who has committed one of the
following offenses, done during the period
of the Nazi regime, in an enemy country,
.. . constituting a crime against the Jewish
people, is liable to the death penalty."
The four counts are that Eichmann:
- Caused the killing of millions of
Jews.
- Placed millions of Jews in living conditions calculated to bri ng about their
physical destruction.

6
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-Caused serious physical" a:~:d. m~~tal
harm to millions of J ews.. . ·
· .·· - >" ·
-Devised measures for:s~erilizing. Je-w s.
"Crimes Against Hurri~nitf' a~~ ._c6~~
ered by Section I (a)· 2: i:if the law: · ·
"A person who has committed one of the
following offenses, done during the period
of the Nazi regime, in an enemy country,
an act consriruting a crime against humanity, is liable to the death penalty."
Under this section, Eichmann 1s
charged with having:
.
-Caused the murder, destruction, ensla vement, and deportation of the civilian
Jewish population on national, racial,
religious or pclitical grounds:!
-Caused the plundering-<of the property of Jews living in these countries

,. ·

.

- ·:

\
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i :

by inhuman measures ·i'nvolving ·robbery,
coercion, terttorism and torture.
• -Caused the deportation of more than
500,000 Polish civilians from their homes
with intent to settle German families in
their place.
·---·- -·. "-:-..... .. --:-1
~
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... : ...
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zinc memoirs, Eichm~nn assumed responsibility for nothing more than. their deportation.) It also asserts that -Eichmann
directed those in charge of Auschwitz to
use gas Zyklon-B to destroy inmates.
It also accuses Eichmann of having
ordered Jewish families to be kept apart
to prevent children from being born. He
is also charged with having. developed
measures for sterilization of Jews; . under
regulations he is said to have established,
all partners in mixed marriages after 1942
ha.cl to undergo sterility treatment "for
the purpose of destroying the Jewish
people."
Eichmann is also charged with directly
ordering the massive looting of Jewish
property worth untold millions of dollars; in Poland alone in 1942-3, the nominal value of stolen Jewish propertie~ was
more than 200 million marks. It is
charged that, under Eichmann's . orders,
the personal property of extermination

camp victi~s-gold from their teeth,
artificial limbs, hair, etc.-was regularly
brought back to Germany' from all across
Europe by freight trains.
According to the charge, Eichmann
carried out his destruction at six Nazi
death camps: Auschwitz, Chemno, Belsec,
Solibor, Treblinka and Maid:mek. The indictment also reports that hundreds of
thousands of Jews were compelled to
finance their own ' deportation to -death
camps.
The indictment, a lengthy legal document, presents its facts in straightforward, dry fashion. D espite this, the
demonic character of the Nni mind
comes through clearly-:is in the statement that some of the groups operating
wit!h Eichmann did much of their work
on- the Jewish Sabbath and Jewish festivals, and selected such days for the
slaughter of Jews in German-occupied
Poland.
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From the Nation's Press:
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Eichmann Fjle
-St. Paul Dispatch

.:.·=,.

_ .. .2.c.:used the deportation of over 14,- ~tfoo\Slovine/fci'r ·the'· same purpose. .;.· ·~ · -Caused thci d_eportation of tens -of
· •._ .;- :_ thousands of Gypsies and their transpor·<'-.'.~'t ta ti.on:·to extermination camps.
.
:0)\ ~ . -~C:iused. the deportation of approxi• -·_. . _ 'mai~ly IPO. c)lildren 'of the village of
"'-'° -:· Lidice in ·czecJloslovakia, their transpor. ._
tation to Poland, and their murder there.
"\'f:tr-_crimes" are .covered by Section
(a) 3 of the law;
_. ; ~f~\
·:~ person who has committed o.ne of the
·:·
·:.ipllowing offenses, dorie during the period
.: •. Of World War _II in an enemy country, an
act constituting a· war crime, is liable to
·' the <leach penalty." _
.. . :_,-: Here Eichmann is charged with only
< ·:·-··:~ one count:
'i.:·).''-': ,,_---,,Causing the ill-treatment, deporta. >:_·.'ti()n,':. ~nd 'mur4er. _of Jewish inhabitants
:"'.:,pf .the states: OC:Cupie4 · by Germany and
\f t~e-.ot~c;r ~-xis stai:e~; '
. . . ·. ~ J;i~htnanil . i~ also 'charged with three
count~:ofrpembership in a hostile organizatioil, covereq by-S¢ction 3 (a) of the
Na.z i:and -Nazi ·0>1-laborators Law:
,_-:.;A...p·e~so~ .~h6: during the period of the
-Nazi regime ·was ·a · member of, or held any
post, or ei<ercised any function in an enemy
organization is liable to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding seven years."
The three organizations to which
Eichmann belonged were the S.S., the
·S.D., and the Gestapo; all were declared
illegal criminal organizations at the
Nuremberg Tribunal.
The· indictment offers evidence that
Eichmann iswed original directives to
local Gesta_po-.commanders calling for the
destrucrion)of Jews. (ln his Life maga1

.
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APPROVAL AND DISSENT
Since Eichmann was found ten months
ago, American newspapers have editorially
examined every aspect of his arrest and
trial in Israel. Some have confined their
comments to the drama of the situation;
some have bitterly criticized Israel's
actions, some supported them, and others
-like the Pasadena Star-News-have had
a change of heart as mor~ facts came to
light. This round-up of editorial reaction
offers virtually all shades of opinion expressed throughout the nation.
Adequate Reparation

"What is 'adequate reparation' for the unspeakable· crimes of which Adolf Eichmann
'stands accused? The only answer once justice
is done in this case is a rededication to the
principles of freedom and of the sancticy of
human life: the two cannot be separated. Let
this ·lesson · be learned on both sides of the
Iron Curtain." .
-NEW YORK nMES
lsrael'.s Tragedy
"Eichmann is the ugliest living symbol of
Nazi brutaliy, of Nazi disregard for the concept of justice, of Nazi contempt for civilized
values. What a tragedy it would be if he
should become an instrument for the debasement of Israeli standards of humanity and
juscice. What happens to Eichmann is of relatively little importance. What happens to Israel, a symbol of the world's best hopes, is of
immense importance . _ ."
-

WASHINGTON POST & TIMES HERALD

Eiclunann and the Duty of Man

" .. . Anyone's willful blindness to injustice
anywhere (makes) him a conspirator with
evil. The most terrible line in Eichmann's
story (as published in Life) is his summary of
the failure of his cold-blooded bargain with
Kastner---0ne million Jews for 10 ,000 trucks.
Says he: 'The plain fact was there was no place
on earth thac would have been ready to

7

accept che Jews, not even this one mil lion.'
Ir is, God help us all, a true statement. It was
true of the United States of America. That
all men are responsible for each other's crimes
is a theological proposition. Its political corollary is less sweeping but nonetheless true: every
citizen is responsible for all the injustice .in his
own community ... Let no citizen of any community use Eichmann as a scapegoat for his
own sins of neglect or unconcern."
___:LIFE
'Israel amt the Law
" .._.. If the judges of Israel ... refuse to proceed with Eichmann's case, they will vindicate
a principle which Judge Cuthbert Pound of
the New York Court of Appeals articulated
forcy years ago: 'Although the defendant may
be the worst of men ... the rights of the best
of men are secure only as the rights of the
vilest and most abhorrent are protected.' Nor
would Judge Pound have claimed any
nov,elcy for his principle. It goes back tens of
centuries, deep into the law and history upon
which Israel is built." -THE NEW REPUBLIC

l
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Eichmann's Trial by Israel
Is Better Than No 'Frial

"There is something repugnant about watching any individual- even so bloody a villian. as
Eichmann-tried by his own victims after they
have apprehended him illegally.
"Never.theless, the matter appears to be settled. Perfectly understandable popular and
political feelings in Israel have· prevailed, and
Eichmann will be tried by the Jews. That at
least will be better than no trial ac all. Though·
we would prefer justice at the hands of the
international community or of his own country, we would far rather see the Nazi- massmurderer tried by Israel than escape scoc-free."
-PROVIDENCE (R.I.) JOURNAL

The Eichn1ann Case

"The nations of the world obviously cannot
accept any daim to a transcendent right held
by Israel to ignore incernacional law and order
in fulfillment of the demands of an Israel.
defined 'higher' justice. Moreover; the assump-

I•
I
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tion by Prcin!er Ben-Gurion and his government of the rJght to speak and act in this case
for al! Jews :as th~ ooly soveieig.n authority in
Jewry only mtensdies the confusions and contradicti9ns already taken in the nature of the
Israeli s~ate .... We are afraid that on every
count-in the interests of international order
the future relations of Israel with other sover:
ei~ states,_ the ~xposure and prevention of the
evil of anu-Semmsm.,.-the course which Israel
is taking threatens to do much more harm than
good."
- THB COMMONWEAL
World Trial for a K iller
"The whole argument over the
of Adolf
Eichmann,. who is to be tried in Israel by
those who escaped him, could be settled by
handing the monster over ro a world court of
justice. If he faces an Israel courr, there will
always be the nagging quesrion of. the fairness
of . the rrial. J:3ut Jer's suppose he were tried
by a court composed of all those ·who suffered
from Hitler? That' would comprise the- whole
western world: ·or, more logically, by a_ courr
set up by the.UN? The verdict could not possi-.
~ly be ocher than guilty; nevertheless, the prin,
c1ple of dispassionate jusrice would be vindi- .
.cared."'.
• _:_NEWSDAY (Long Island,_N.Y..)
And So To Trial
".·· If a suitable tribunal were available the
Jl;1azi who directed slaughter of Jews in warume Germany would have an inrernacional
.trial. Bur the World Court has jurisdiction
· berween· nations rather than over individuals.
.And neither West Germany ·nor Poland has
shown a desire to take the case ·Out of Israel's
hands. It is reasonable to expect that the judicial system of Israel, notwithstanding the
deep emotional content of the matter, will act
.with careful regard for the requiremenrs of
evidence aod protea.ion of rights of the accused. For the world at large, the trial may
bring home a fact chat many still have ·not
assimilated . . . the Jews suffered a proportionately heavier casualry list than any of che
n;itions principally engaged in World War II.
As the tale of Nazi madness unfolds, the universal prayer should be 'Guard all of us from
ever falling prey to chis or another hysteria
of hate.' " - CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
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.'Catch a nd Kill'
"-. .. Eichmann deserves to die a thousand
deaths-a million. So hang him, shoot.him;or
throw him in che sea to avenge your murdered
kinsmen. Bue don't expect the world co believe
it is witnessing a trial when the offenses were
committed before the 'laws' were pass·ed, before
the state was born."
... MONTGOMERY ( Ala ..) AnVERTISER.
The'.l\fornl ·Jissuc is Simple:
Eiehmnnn Must be Tried
"The legal problems involved in the case
of Adolf Eichmann are intricate but there isn'r
any moral problem. Anyone with normal buman inscinccs can answer, instantly and correedy, the question whether he should be tried
for the ghastly crimes of which he is accused
. . . To let him escape trial on any sort of technicality would be a failure of justice that would
disgrace the human race."
-ClllCAGO AME!UCAN
T h e Judges J udged
" ... Hider murdered in the name of a higher 'justice or history' that was to usher in an
Aryan paradise. J;len-Gurion has a far higher
concept of history, but even he cannot take
to himself the task of Divine Providence, dispensing a divine judgment from a human tribunal . .. One does not simply 'clean up the
v.·orld' by disposing of anyone who offends
one's moral sense, no matter how drasrically ...
Ben·Gurion, whose peop!e gave to the West
the Law of 'God, which has for centuries en·
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From Germany Today :
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Arrogant to the End
"One can only conclude that Hen Eichmann's mind is somewhat off the track, and
such ao individual is unfit for human socieiy.
We assume Israeli authoricies will :See co it,
beyoil.d all doubts, that 'Eichmann is nor
allowed to endanger anyone else with his
strange mentality and co~i:ice.''
-PEA~DY.. (*.~;) TIMES

" We Must E%plore The D e pths"

It Calls for n Solomon
.

-L. I. Newsdoy

lightened us, .should not .go down in history
known as one careless about che laws of man'.
Or .history.. mar judge the judges."
-RICHMOND (ya.) NEWS LEADER
His ·.Own 'Pcta·rd' .., · · ·
" ... As far as Eichmann is concerned, it is
retributi".e justice that his merited fate may
· overtake him through what is technically in·
juscice ... You have to feel mighty strong on
~e principle of law to feel sorri• for Eich·
!D1lnn."
-DALLAS NBWS

Die Wet1, published in Hamburg, is one
<
of West Germany's few newspapers circulated
nationally. In chis editorial, it attempts to point
up rhe meani ng of the Eichmann case to Germans today:
·
" ... None of us· ·n.eeds to identify, 'himself
wirh rhis murderer. ·But ·how .. mliny· of i'.is can
honestly say. thac·,they. had no proclivity .what·
ever for the "idei>fogy'.'.of. 'race tonscious' mad. .
ncss, or that chey:.hl\d'.'si.iflicient moral fibre and . r ·:.•
political instinct· io; fomprehend =the-f ull.:exiCJir~.,; . .
of its fiendishness? ·For us, che. value of this
,·::·-.·::
trial is not only. that justice will catch up with
the man charged 'with the .'final .soluti on of the
Jewish problem.'. It is· a trial that calls• for us
co leaf through ou,i:· ol.d"diaiies.'..: .. We cannot
find release from past events by pushing'chem'. ·
aside . . . We believe" that. ·rhis t~ial can :p.ro.:
mote catharsis. There is· little co be achieved·
by talking. Listening will .be a great dC!ll tnore
important, even if ·doing so. forces :us. to explore the very depth 9f our.:h&.im. If. we are
prepared to do th is, i~steid of-,like'Lot~s wife
-rigidly scaring at what is behind- us, tfieo
we shall really be on the road that ·leads out .,.
of the past into the future . : ."

Reconsidered Opinions
On Eichmann Seizure
. "le is not often chat we gee an opponuniry
to confess that we are fallible .. . Our view
-·
as expressed in these columns about a month
The Frankfurter Allegerneine ZeiJung said
ago was that ·regardless of Eichmann's crimes, chat "Eichmann's name .. makes . us newly
Israel was guilry of illegality in seizing him by . conscious .of the fact t.har the Geirrian nation
the methods it used and further that Israel's may not feel free of ·the· responsibilify for die.
jurisdiction was .dubious. Bit by bit, however, atrocities committed in· its.:·naine:· JC is' not {or
more data bearing on this strange case has un- us to question the Israelis as to the where and
folded, and as we have studied it we have how of arrest ... It ·is of··no imp0rrance where
···'1
concluded that Israel's case is at least as good Eichmann is brought to justice. His crime was
as chat of her critics . .. "
without parallel and . there ·have · bCen great
·
-PASADENA (Cal.) STAR-NBWS shifts in juridical competence" in the ~phcres
Tragic Paralld.
with which that cr ime is 'c0nneeted .. ."
"Eichmann's Own Story,''. which first 'a p: ·
"The time approaches .when the \\'Orld's
attention will be focussed on the· crime of peared in Life magazine in· December, was ·
genocide as Adolf Eichmann is brought to this used ia the German picrure magazine 'Revue
world's ·judgment for his.part in the extermin- in February under the tide, "The Confess'i6ns
·.. a~on of Jews in .Na;~i ~oncentrarion camps .... . of Ad.~ lf. E\c:hmaqn;.' ..Unlik~. Life,,. ho'il'ev~r,:-.·
Today in rhe bleak Himalayan nation of Tibet Revue made sure thai .few of..:Ei<hnianil's. re-· '·" .
another innocent people are being systematic- marks went unchallensed~ .A..: note at the be- .- · · ,
.ally.destroyed (by) Red China's brutal rape ... ginning of the first · of Reva.e's.· three articles ··. ~., . ' ·
If the approaching trial of the Nazi Eichmann said, "Wirh the support'.of the: (Geq:aa") ln• .. ::, .~:-:
now reminds the Communist invaders of Tiber stitute for Comemporary History, .we-_ have re· '..that rhe world will demand a reckoning for futed Eichmann's sraceme.n~ . wheie.v ei: they at~ · ··
· r-:: ·
such crimes against humani ry, it will have particularly misleading." Tbrougb'oui: . the· b9Qy
of the article, in small · boxe:s; aut'horirarive
served one of ,-its chief purposes."
- NEWARK ( N .J. ) NEWS statements dispute Eichma!Jn' s· :·faces."
·~·.
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